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• • Students voice · their op1n1ons on sex 
El Never • Occasionally 
[]] Regularly 
SOURCE: Central Florida Future survey 
How many sexual partners 
have you had In the last year? 
lllJ More than l 0 • None 
DJ l o 1-s 
ALL: 
How worried are you that you 
may contract Aids?· 
• Notatall 
Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
by Barbara Grimm 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
(Editor's note: due to the con-
troversial subject of this ar-
ticle, all the participants 
quoted here are referred to by 
first name only.) 
This year, 25-year-old Scott 
has had many firsts: he scored 
his .first intramural football 
touchdown, his first intramu-
ral basketball points and 11is 
first intramural soccer goal. In 
the bedroom, however, things 
· were quite different. Scott 
wonders if this will be the year 
he scores with a girl. 
Unlike many UCF stu-
dents, Scott has resisted "tak-
ing the plunge" over the years, 
and refused to succumb to 
peer pressure. A recent Cen-
tral Florida Future survey 
completed by 77 students re-
veals that 70 percent of those 
polled have had sex, and over 
half those students first did so 
because of peer pressure. 
"Sex was considered the 
thing to be doing, it seemed 
like everyone was doing it. 
Looki~g back, I realize how 
unprepared and immature I 
was for such a big step," said 
Beth, an 18-year-old advertis-
ing· major. 
"A friend of mine tried to 
pay for it for me, so I got out of 
the car and ran away," said 
Scott. "Peer pressure makes 
you get the wrong idea about 
sex, makes it seem -like a 
game, you're supposed to 'get 
laid'." Nearly 80 percent of 
the women who had sex re-
gretted losing their virginity, 
while only 20 percent of the 
SEE SEX PAGE 7 
Student's money not to fund Jazz · Lab vacation 
by Barbara Grimm 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
The alleged "financial chokehold" 
around the UCF Jazz Lab's rieck con-
tinues to tighten as Student Govern-
mentfights todeny thegroupthefunds 
it demands to tour Europe this sum-
mer, say Jazz Lab members. 
Student Government argues that 
the money jazz lab is requesting would 
come directly out of the student activity 
fees, which they say should be used to 
benefit all the students, not just the 19 
members of the Jazz Lab. 
"It's not a useful expenditure of th~ 
students' money, they'.re asking us to 
send them on what we feel is a 
vacation,"said Dash Wendrzyk, Sen-
ate Pro Tern. 
Fred Schmidt, chair of the Organiza-
tions, Appropriations and Finance 
Committee, added "Jazz Lab is a class. 
They're not a club or organization, and 
they've already been paid for several 
performances as well as receiving large 
donations [towards the trip]." 
John Whitney, director of the Jazz 
Lab1 disagrees and is angered by SG's 
attitude. 
SG has also expressed irritation at 
the fact that Whitney solicited Mon-
treaux International for an invitation 
for the lab to be included in this year's 
Montreaux Festival. 
· Whitney repudiated the charge, 
however, claiming that it is standard 
procedure to request an invitation to 
participate in the festival. 
"Of course I asked to be invited ... 
Montreaux does not simply hand out 
invitations at random . " 
Whitney went on to explain that he 
asked someone to listen to the band, 
who then arranged for the Jazz Lab to 
receive an invitation to the festival. 
Upon receiving the invitation, Whit-
U C F. reach_es enroll.ment limit 
by Doris Pfister 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
experiencing the 'trickle-down' effect, where we are 
receiving _applications from UF and FSU students. 
UCF is the number three university in the state in 
terms of enrollment, but we still want to keep the 
class sizes down," said Sheinkopf. 
To keep class enrollment at a manageable level for The Admissions office began turning down out-of-
the fall semester, the Admissions department has · state applications in the middle of March, and have 
stopped accepting applications from out-of-state been very selective about accepting students to the 
freshman. university. 
According to Robert Sheinkopf, associate director "We're only taking the cream-of-the-crop Lnon-
ney asked then Student Body Presi-
dent Roy Reid to match the $20,000 
that the students would raise for the 
trip."His answer was a flat out 'no,' 
which wasn't surprising, but we contin-
ued to hope for at least $5,000 from 
Student Government," said Whitney. 
"Everyone was ov~rwhelmingly 
against it, because we [SG] felt Whit-
ney wanted a free ride, [and] we 
thought the Jazz Lab should pay for the 
trip by themselves," said Wendrzyk. 
After a series of debates, the Senate 
finally approved a bill for $1,000 two 
weeks ago. The money is to be allocated 
to the jazz lab for a performance. 
ofAdmissions, "We have had to stop taking applica- local] students," said Sheinkopf. . 
tions from first-time-in-college freshman because we Applicants are accepted on the basis of their SAT 
already have an all-time high enrollment for ~he fall scores, high school grade point average, and college 
semester." preparatory classes taken in high school. 
Dan Coleman, director of Institutional Research "This fall's freshman class will be the best one 
and Planning, expects an enrollment of over 18,000 we've ever had," said Sheinkopf, "in terms of aca-
for the fall semester: a 33 percent increase over this demic standards. The quality of education at UCF is 
fall. rapidly rising because last year's freshman class was 
l.1111m!hi1t9Dil:afm:lwiJAc<ilW•lf1l 
Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
accepted students. 
There are several reasons for the rejection of out- the best at that time." 
of-state applicants, said Sheinkopf. The students who are not accepted will have their 
"The University of Florida and Florida State Uni- ' applications put in an application pool, and will be 
versity have really reached their limit. We seem to be drawn upon as cancellations are received from the 
In the Fall of '87 the total number of students 
enrolled at UCF was 17,398, including undergradu-
ates, post baccalaureate/unclassifieds and gradu-
SPORTS 
• Stetson edged UCF in 
baseball, defeating the 
Knights 9-7. The loss is a 
minor . setback and 
drops the season record 




• Monty · Python's 
Grahm Chapman vis-
ited the University of Flor-
ida and the Central 
Florida Future was there. 
To get the truth and a 
few lies see Confetti. 
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Dea-r Stu.dents, !his time of yest chimes in graduation. the sununet, relief, and the 
departure of your student ~odY ?resident and Vice ?r~sident- over the 
course of the year student Government has dedicated itself to the student 
in hopes of improving all realms of universitY life. ~e are certainiY proud of all the great accomplisblnents Student 
Government had a hand in assisting ... from the tremendous achievements of 
the football tealll to · the dominance e~ibited' by out computer !eam; from 
the masterful ing~nuitY of out Robotics tealll to the clever an6 creative 
flare of ?i Sigtna Ep~~~on. our t me has dra"" to a close, but we .feel confident that as a team 
we have worked to better the life of each student thiS past year. ~e 
appreciate your support in the current elections and in the backing fot a 
student Union. 1t ha5 b,een our privilege in setving the wonderful 
students of UC'F. Now, as the yest eiids and we depart, we can onlY ask that ~.enjoY 
yout life at UCf, but also give so that manY after you can inherit the 
fruits of yOut labot. · !here is no reason that out universitY and students 
cannot have •qualitY without question-• 
UNIVERSITY Of CENTRAL fLORIOA 
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Roundtable may be shelved 
~~n ~eetingsand Roundtableco-existing a good pos~bili~l~···········••I 
by Kerry Anderson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The fate of the newly-formed University 
Roundtable, a series of t:neetings designed to 
encourage dialogue between students and uni-
versity leaders, is unclear due to the 
administration's recent proposal for a Town 
Meeting which would effectively replace it. 
The University Roundtable was conceived 
one year ago by J. J. Mandato, SG vice-presi-
dent, who had envisioned it as a "prestigious 
event, where leaders of the university seek to 
air out university concerns." 
In keeping with their intent to carry on with 
the Roundtable program, SG camprugned for 
and received nominations for student represen-
tatives to Roundtable. Of these, SG selected 14 
"student leaders." 
Student Government also requested the 
administration select the staff and faculty rep-
resentation; however, they instead devised the 
new proposal. 
According to Dean McFall of the university's 
Public Affairs office, "the administration 
brought the idea of a 'Town Meeting' to the 
attention of an administrative faculty commit-
tee on May 2." · 
"The Town Meeting is to be organized 
around the idea of an old New England-style 
public meeting, with' an open forum where 
interested parties could gather to voice com-
plaints and to seek information and clarifica-
tion," he added. 
Levester Tubbs, of the Student Services of-
fice, emphasized the administration's desire to 
"broaden the Roundtable concept to touch more 
folks." He stated that as the concept presently 
stood, the university president would be at each 
Town Meeting and·that these meetings would 
be held during the lunchtime hours on pre-
announced days. 
It was Tubbs' belief, though, that the Town 
Meetings and the Roundtable would probably 
co-exist. 
However, according to McFall, "the Town 
Meeting program would replace the 
Roundtable. We would like to work out some-
thing with the Student Government to merge 
the two into a single function." r 
To Mandato, this was the first he's heard ofit. 
"I don't know what their concept is," he said. 
He was uneasy with the administration's 
direction in this matter. "I've asked the admini-
stration on setting up representation on the 
Roundtable and received no word back, and now 
they're setting up a program that may fade 
away as student interest declines," he said. 
Answering the administration's voiced con-
cerns with adequate student representation, 
Mandato said "It's a shame we don't have more 
student representatives on the Roundtable, but 
we carefully chose who we considered leaders on 
campus. We expected those leaders to be in 
touch with their constituents." 
Mandato blamed himself for not following 
through, saying "I should have talked to (the 
administration) personally. 
"I hope we can get the Round Table going this 
summer so we can iron out any program difficul-
ties." -
However, with the administration's reluc-
tance to schedule anything of this sort during 
the summer, it may be September before the 
fate of either program is known . 
Student Vetefons Association " back on campus 
by Kerry Anderson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Serving the various needs of the 500-
plus UCF armed forces veteran stu-
dents is the job of the Office ofVeterans 
Affairs (OVA) and, now, the Student 
Veterans Association. 
Chapter President Kathi Vitelli said 
the Student Veterans Association 
(SV A) was reactivated this semester 
with its aim to ''bring together veterans 
who desire to blend social and charity 
activities with an interest in veterans' 
legislation." doughnut." dants," he said. 
The association hopes to further 
expand to include veterans of all ages, 
dependants of veterans, and those stu-
dents interested in joining a military 
organization. 
Ron Atwell has.been director of the 
Office of Veterans Affairs during a 
period of rapicJ veteran's program 
changes. 
Atwell first served with the OVA as 
a graduate work-study student in 
1983. Two years later, he was director. 
Since then, he has witnessed several 
major changes with the OVA 
operation. . 
"Now there are nine different pro-
grams for six different chapters, and 
· the Vietnam era veterans have de- · 
creased from 90 percent of those col-
lecting benefits to less than 50 per-
cent." Planned activities include an entry 
in the Muscular Dystrophy Bed Race 
on May 7, participation in the UCF 
Memorial Day celebration, and form-
ing several veteran's sport teams. 
"An SV A bake sale during registra-
tion week is planned to help fund SVA 
activities," Vitelli said. "We hope each 
student registering will stop by and 
inquire about SVA activities over a 
"In 1983, we had only three veterans 
education programs: the Vietnam Vet-
erans G.I. Bill (Chapter 34), the Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Program, and a 
handful of Chapter 35 veterans' depen-
The method of OVA operations has 
changed as well. Atwell has sought to 
bring OVA in line with the computer 
age. "The change from manual data 
input to computerization has been 
dramatic," he said. 
Finally, the move to computeriza-
SEEVA PAGE6 
StetsOn's fraternity problem continues 
by Kristen Sweet 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Allegations at Stetson University in Deland 
are flying, accusing three Pi Kappa Alpha fra-
ternity (Pike) members of sexual assault upon a 
fraternity little sister April 9. The alleged rape 
occurred at a Pike party inside their fraternity 
house, located just outsid~ Stetson's campus. 
H. Douglas Lee, Stetson University presi-
dent, made a formal announcement April 15 to 
reporters and the public. Copies of the state-
ment were placed in the mailboxes of Stetson's 
2,300 students. 
Highlights of the one-and-a-half page state-
ment refer to the alleged rape as an "incident." 
"We are outraged at the events ... It has been 
estimated that a major violation of the student 
conduct code occurred." 
of[ the] Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is suspended 
effective today. All organizations and activities 
of the· fraternity will cease, pending disposal of 
individual cases in accordance with the 
university's established judicial process ... 
Where apparent, additional sanctions against 
the fraternity will be imposed whep. these indi-
vidual hearings are complete." 
"We will not condone any action by an organi-
zation or an individual which is counter to-the 
moral and religious values to which the univer-
sity is committed by charter and Christian 
values." 
The university is now in the second phase of 
the investigation dealing with individual stu-
dents. 
Deland police are investigating the rape 
charges, although no charges had been filed at 
press time. 
WOMAN, A HUMAN CANVAS 
"Specific violations brought against the 
Pike fraternity include possession or use of 
alcohol on campus, conduct counter to the moral 
value to which the university is committed, and 
unauthorized visitation in residential facilities 
including university-owned fraternity houses." 
Visitation hours are from 12 p.m. to 1 a.m. on 
the weekends. 
Since April 15, the university has not 
issued any more comments. Dean of Students 
Garth Jenkins is not accepting calls, and Jayne 
Marlowe, the director of student life, has "no 
comment at this time." 
In an art performance titled " Woman, A Human Canvas", 
Beatriz Ramos Paints her subject to show that the human 
body can be admired as art. The performance was forProf. 
Walter Gaudnek's "Happenings" class. 
"Th~ -charter of the ,Delta Epsilon chapter 
Pi Kappa Phi had their charter revoked, lost 
use of their house for one year. The majority of 
their members were placed on alu.mni status 
SEE RAPE PAGE 6 
• BROTHERS IN STEP 
The ·brothers of the Xi Iota 
Chapter and the Yellow Roses 
of Alpha will be participating 
in the March of Dimes Walk-
athon on Saturday, April 23 in 
Orlando. 
They will be attempting to 
collect donations from stu- · 
dents during the week. If you 
would like to aid in the fight 
against birth defects, please 
come by the table that will be 
set up in the student center, to 
donate or join them on Satur-
day morning at the fair-
grounds in Orlando as we 
"WalkArnerica." For more in-
formation, call the -Alpha 
House at 679-6515. 
• SCHOLARSHIP 
The Florida Association of 
Educational Data Systems has 
announced a $1,000 scholar-
. ship for Data Processing ma-
jors. . 
Applicants must be full-
time freshmen with at least a 
2.5 GPA, and will also be re-
quired to. submit an essay and 
a· sample program along with 
the application.Deadline for 
entries· is June 15. 
For more information and 
applications, contact -the Fi-
nancial Aid Office in the Ad- -
ministration building. 
• ARTIFICJ\L INTELLIGENCE 
Academic, industrial and 
government researchers, dents must submit an applica-
along with technical experts, tion, verification of grade point 
will meet in Orlando at a sym- average and an essay respond-
osium devoted to artificial ing to the question "What do 
intelligence activity in the you believe are the business 
United States. ethics required to achieve your 
The symposium will con- objectives in a corporate envi-
sists of presentations by aca- ronment?" • 
demic .and industry research- Applicatio~s must be post-
ers, a tour of the Westinghouse marked no later than May 30. 
AI Center, panel discussions, For applications and more in-
and exhibits of" AI-related formation, contact: The Na-
products. The keynote tional BlackMBAAssociation, 
speaker May 5 is Dr. Elaine c/o 1988 Scholarships, 111 E. 
Rich, who will be speaking on · Wacker Dr., Suite 600, Chi-
the subject of Artificial Inter- cago,. IL 60601. · 
· faces. The luncheon speakers 
will be Dr. Daniel Sabbah, • FLORIDA SYMPHONY 
IBM Yorktown Research Cen- The Florida Symphony Or-
ter, and Howard Cannon of chestra and a cast of singers 
Symbolics Corporation. and dancers form the Orlando 
The conference will be held Theatre Project will combine 
at the Holiday Inn across from talents in the second produc-
the UCF campus on Univer- tion of the "F1orida Symphony 
sity Drive. There is a $50 regis- on Broadway" concerts, Satur-
tration fee before April 25, and day, May 7 at 8 p.m. at the 
$60 thereafter. Carr Performing Arts Centre. 
For more information, con- - The first half of the concert 
tact Dr. Avelino Gonzalez, · is dedicated to the memory of 
UCF College of Engineering, Frederick Lowe of the musical 
275-2236. team Lerner & Lowe, who 
• BLACK SCHOLARSIP 
The national MBA Associa-
tion is now accepting applica-
tions for its National Scholar-
ship Program. 
Qualified applicants must 
be enrolled in a full-time 
graduate business or manage-
ment program in the Fall of 
1988 or Winter of 1989. Stu-
were responsible for many 
acclaimed Broadway shows. 
Lowe died on February 14 of 
this year. 
As a tribute to Lowe, the 
FSO will perform popular 
tunes from "Ca"Q1elot", "Gigi", 
"Brigadoon", and "My Fair 
Lady." 
Tickets are priced from $10 
to $22, and can be purchased at 
the FSO Box Office, Carr Box 
Office, Select-A-Seat outlets or 
by calling 894-2011 and charg-
ing to Mastercard; VISA or 
American Express. 
• JENNINGS SCHOLARSHllP 
The Toni Jennings scholar-
ship is available to any student 
enrolled in a course of study 
directly related to the con-
struction industry. 
Qualified applicants must 
be Florida residents, be an 
engineering, architecture or 
construction major in good 
stan.ding, and demonstrate 
financial need. The scholar-
ship is worth $500 a year. · 
Deadline for applications is 
June 1. Contact the Financial 
Aid Office for more informa-
tion and applications. 
• GRADUATE STUDENTS 
The division of Sponsored 
Research will fund travel ex-
penses up to $250 for a limited 
number of graduate students 
to present research papers at 
national conference. 
Applicants will be required 
to show evidence that the pa-
per has been accepted for pres-
entation. This may take the 
form of an acceptance letter, or 
a copy of the . advanced pro-
gram of the conference. After 
. the meeting, evidence that the 
paper was presented by the 
program or other material 
from the conference confirm-
ing that the pa per was actually 
presented. 
Please direct all requests 
and inquiries to Rusty 
Okoniewski in the Office of 
Sponsored Research. 
• FRATERNITIES 
Fraternities at UCF have 
completed over 5,000 man-
hours of service during the 
past year. 
Each of the 10 fraternities 
on campus sponsor an individ-
ual charity in addition to as-
sisting other campus organi-
zations in raising money for 
their own. 
The largest project this year 
was a $62,000 phonathon for 
the University Alumni Asso-
ciation. 
Participating fraternities 
and sororities helped raise ap-
proximately twenty percent of 
the money. 
The phonathon was just one 
part of Greek Week, which also 
raised money for the Adam 
Walsh Center, Muscular Dys-
trophy, and Special Olympics. 
Greeks were also required to 
donate blood to the Central 
Florida Blood Bank. 
•COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
The College Republicans 
will be meeting today at 5 p.m. 
in ADM 149. Gold Counsel 
Awards will be given to our 
outstanding members for their 
participation last" semester. 
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT. ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER . . 896-7151 
r[!ij-™f~~~roo~~~~~rij~if~l 
I . 11490 E. COLONIAL DR.. UNION PARK I 
I 273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm -9pm I 
I • Model Composites I 
I • Wedding Photos 1 
I • Portraits I 
L-----------------~~ 
The Night Lives Of ••• 
LIVE SHOW BANDS 
APPEARING TUES-SAT 
Grads: Look Good 
Enough To Get Hired! · 
Dress for that upcoming job 
interview with a quality suit 
from HIS Stores! Because 
nothing succeeds like the 
look of success! . 
HIS Stores' services: 
• free alterations 
• free gift wrapping 
• free monogramming 
• no-interest layaway 
• ask about our 
Executive Suit Club 
Major charge cards welcome 
Located in fine malls throughout Florida. 
tore 










12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.) 
4315 N. 0. B. Trail Orlando, Florida 32~04 
Presents ... 
,. . - J ...... ~ 
The All New Thursday Night 
EE r BA· 
Featuring all you care to drink 
Bud, Wine Coolers or Soda from 
SPMto lAM 
PAY ONCE AT THE DOOR AND 
PAY NO MORE!!!! 
(FREE COFFEE & SODA TO DESIGNATED DRIVERS) 
r--------------------~ : . . Special Coupon : 
I $1.00 OFF cover with this pass : 
1 Good every Thursday at the I 
: ~ cParfi Avmu~ : 
• ~»>E. 1E· lR n= A'-se- • I ..U + 1 . I ,- ~ . I I 
L--~--------~~---~~--~ 
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Dean of Health resign.s 
by Steve Paradis 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
the community college learn-
ing technological skills, he 
said. In the later years, the 
student will take leadership 
and supervisory courses at 
The dean of the College of · UCF. 
Health has resigned in connec- Gerughty said this will cut 
tion with the college's reor- down on high cost and low 
ganization plans. enrollment of some courses in 
Dr. Ronald Gerughty theCollegeofHealth. Overlap-
stepped down from his posi- ping among the different pro-
tion as dean, which he held grams would also be elimi-
since July 1, 1985. Biologist nated. Both of these are main 
and former UCF Provost Dr. reasons for the Health reor-
Leslie Ellis will serve as a ganization . 
temporary dean. Gerughty will also serve as 
Gerughty will continue· in a liaison between UCF stu-
his involvement with the dents, Athletics and the Life-
college's reorganization as styles Center at the Central 
well as helping to develop aca- Florida Research Park to form 
demic and community "well- "wellness" programs. 
ness" programs. "It's far better for me to step 
"Sometimes you get too away from it," and to continue 
close to things," Gerughty said to "develop relations" between 
of a faculty-approved reor- the college and other health 
ganization plan for the Health programs in the Central Flor-
college. ida area, he said. 
The proposal · calls for two As far as the.reorganization 
Centers of Excellence - Nurs- of the College of Health, 
ing and Health and Human · Gerughty's resignation will 
Services - and for the elimina- have little effect on the process 
tion of Cardiopulmonary Sci- of implementing it, Astro said. 
ences and Medical Laboratory His primary objective, Ellis 
Sciences majors, as they are said, would be the reorganiza-
costly programs with small tion, helping faculty, interfac-
numbers of students. ing with community and cor-
UCF Provost Dr. Richard recting any misunderstand-
Astro said anyone in those ings. 
majors or accepted for fall Ellis denied recent newspa-
semester will be allowed to per reports that have said 
complete their study. Ellis also programs would be eliminated 
said he will be meeting with all and even that the College of 
faculty to work out any objec- Health may be eliminated. 
tions to the proposal. While working for UCF in 
He is currently working on the early years, Ellis formed 
an agreement with Seminole the College of Health, then 
Community College and called Allied Health Sciences, 
Valencia Community College and served as former provost 
that will combine those two andvicepresidentofAcademic 
healt)l programs with UCF's, Affairs. "I have more than just 
creating one program. a trivial interest," in finishing 
Called the "1-2-1" program, the reorganization, Ellis said. 
Gerughty said students will Once the reorganization is 
have a dual enrollment be- complete, Ellis said, then a 
tween either community col- search for a permanent dean 
lege and UCF. . will take place and his work 
The first two years will be at will be done. 
FIGHT CELLULITE 
EFFECTIVELY 
~ .. z. o. 






TAN-FASTIQUE introduces f"'4 
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- H 
ment of cellulite and body con- < 




· ~ FIRST TREATMENT 
Call for appointment 
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! 
· Where The Sun Always Shines! 
••••••••••••• 
I Buy 5 Visits - Get 5 Free! ·1 
= $29.95 . = 
I and become eligible for a I 
I drawing of 25 lottery tickets to I 
, I be given away on April 15th. I 
I Sign up a friend and get 2 I 
I visits free! I 
I Coupon expires 6/1 7 /88 I 
·-----------· TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON 
(•D)I wf ,. TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-~ P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M. •SUN: 12-6 P.M. 
10376 E~ Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 
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Commissioner refutes article Learn Red Cross CPR 
by $faff Report 
CENTRAl FLORIDA FUTURE 
Elections Commissioner 
Beth Eisenstadt responded 
Wednesday to an article run in 
Tuesday's issue of The Central 
Flori,da Future regarding the 
recent SG presidential elec-
tions. Her comments ad-
dressed issues raised concern-
ing her actions on the Brevard 
campus. 
• Eisenstadt claims that 
she arrived only 25 minutes 
late to the Brevard campus on 
April 11, not 45; however, she 
claims to have arrived 15 min-
utes early on April 12 and ex-
tended the hours of voting to 
9:15 p.m. to make up for the 
missed time the previous day. 
• Concerning the students 
who were not allowed to vote 
because of the delayed opening 
of the voting polls, Eisenstadt 
said, "There were no 200 stu-
dents denied the opportunity 
to vote." 
• Eisenstadt claimed that 
her instructions were that the 
students' names must be pres-
ent on the computedist. How-
ever, she said that she allowed 
two students to vote who were 
not on the roster. -
•It was "strictly coinciden-
tal" that Eisenstadt and Stu-
dent Senator Kim De Vogel 
were wearing the identical 
shirts. 
• Eisenstadt claimed that 
she collected materials for 
both candidates. 
• She also said that she 
arrived ten minutes before 
De Vogel and Ross Wolf, SG 
vice presidential candidate, 
and she arrived and departed 
both days by herself, in contra-
diction to claims by Brevard 
students. Eisenstadt's re-
marks were directed at Robert 
Bliss, head elections commis-
sioner, interviewed last week 
by the Future. 
RAPE 
FROM PAGE 3 
One Stetson Greek commented that "the 
guys involved, the three main guys, are my best 
. friends at the Pike house ... I'm sure they are 
------------------ going to lose their charter, probably their house 
too. It's going to hurt everybody." 
Need More FLEXIBILITY? 
Consider being an OLSTEN 
temporary employee. 
It's a practical work 
option that fits today's 
ever-changing lifestyles. 
And being an Olsten temporary has many 
distinct advantages: 
• Top jobs at top companies 
•Weekly pay every Friday 
• Special bonuses 
• Free WP/PC training* 
SERVICES 
The Working Solution. 
and the fraternity is now a "colony." Another Stetson student was not at all sur-
prised. "All you have to do is walk into a party at 
any time of night and there are alcohol and 
girls." 
• Medical and dental plans 
Come in and register today and learn how Olsten will find the 
right temporary jobs to lit your lifestyle and maximize your -, 
earning power. 
The alleged rape became knewn when the 
young woman and a friend went to Jenkins' 
office. The Stetson statement said, "The young 
woman involved has received and continues to 
receive counseling. She is well aware of her 
rights to.make a formal complaint to the appro-
priate law enforcement agencies:" 
One former Pike pledge from Stetson said, "I 
think if this thingis true, it is wrong. It's not the 
way you treat a little sister. Ifl was a girl and it 
happened, I would leave and file charges." 
*For those who qualify. EOE M/F/HN 
VA 
FROM PAGE 3 . Four Grand Openings 
tion has- put the UCF OVA in 
on the Veterans 
Administration's test case for 
cross-state enrollment. If the 
UCF tests are successful, vet-
erans will not have to wait as 
long for their ben~fit checks. 
"This new computerization 
process will not be ·easy or ac-
complished overnight," he 
said, "but the thought is excit-
ing to me. Computerization is 
the wave ofVA's future." 
The computerization 
process's added efficiency has 
been especially timely as the 
service provided by the Re-
gional Veterans Administra-
tion (VA) Center at St. Peters-
burg has dramatically slowed. 
"Since the service load at St. 
Pete is disproportionally high 
due to the extreme number of 
medical/health care veterans 
in Flcirida, the process time in 
getting the benefit check to 
first-time students has in-
creased from 2-3 weeks to a 
month and a half," he said. 
"This slow response creates a 
serious problem for those stu-
dents relying on that check for 
family support." 
Future trends must be seen· 
in the light of the new 
Montgomery G.I. Bill pro-
gram. Since military person-
nel must contribute a percent-
age of their pay to receive 
benefits, Atwell believes they 
will be more inclined to use 
these funds. 
There has been a recent 
movement to turn the Veter-
ans Administration into a 
cabinet-level position feder-
ally, and into a similar position 
in Florida. 





for Disney begin with a 
thousand Grand Openings for you. 
Right now, the Disney JobFest has over 
1,000 openings for immediate employment, , 
including full-time hourly, part-time and 
seasonal positions at the new Grand 
Floridian Beach Resort 
and throughout the 
company. And if you 
get on board now, 
you'll get "first crack" 
at Disney's other 
great upcoming 
opportunities. 
1.J The Grand Floridian 
Beach Resort. 
J .;:.,~ l 
Opening This Summer. i].:.=--~ 
I t's a 900-room World Class hotel that captures the dignity and ele-
gance of turn-of-the-century Florida. 
That's the essence of the Grand 
Floridian Beach Resort, the first hotel 
to be built on the Walt Disney Woi-ld 
monorail system since 1971. 
Amid the wide verandahs and 
intricate latticework are shops, 
restaurants, lounges, snack bars, 
a child-care facility, a health club, a 
white-sand beach, and an olympic-
size swimming pool. 
From housekeeping, lifeguards/ 
recreation and culinary to custodial, 
food & beverage; laundry, and resort 
hospitality, the Disney jobFest has 
hourly positions open now at this 
luxurious, new landmark. 
And you can see it firsthand. 
There. are also openings at The 
Disney Inn, Contemporary Resort 
and Polynesian Village Resort. 
Pleasure Island. 
Pleasure Island. Opening .Early 1989. 
The feel of an ''abandoned waterfront 
l. district" that's been completely 
renovated will be the soul of Pleasure 
Island. 
The Grand Aoridian Beach Resort . 
Once a bustling hub of the industrial 
age, it'll be the setting for a nighttime 
entertainment complex that dazzles 
the senses. 
Disney's Caribbean Beach Resort. 
Disney's Carib&~ Beach Resort. 
Opening This Fall. 
Beginning with 700 rooms, that will soon blossom to over 2,100, 
this tropical paradise will feature 
moderately priced lodging within the 
Walt Disney World Resort. 
Naturally, there will be all the things 
you'd expect on a Caribbean island 
including a white sand beach, a marina, 
and a 1.4 mile tropical promenade. 
Fr1day, April 29th 9am to 5pm 
Saturday, April 30th 9am to Spm 
Sunday, May 1st 12 noon to 8pm 
Typhoon Lagoon. Opening Spring 1989. 
I t's an aquatics paradise that will defy imagination. 
A 95-foot mountain will overlook 
the world's largest inland man-
made lagoon, complete with 
six-foot waves. 
There'll be a salt-water 
snorkeling pool where you'll 
be able to come face-to-
face with creatures of the 
Caribbean. 
Nine water slides. Sunny 
beaches. A tubing and raft- . 
ing river. And more. 
Typhoon Lagoon. 
The Walt Disney World Resort has 
always been a great place to work. 
Now it's getting even better. 
Apply Now At The Disney JobFest 
For New, Higher Starting Wages. 
Effective May 1, 1988, many start-
ing rates will increase to $4.85/hour, 
with many areas such as housekeep-
ing, custodial. dishwashing, and 
culinary starting at $5.05/hour. 
What's more, you get Disney's 
excellent benefits package, including 
free theme park admission.. . 
Many positions are available imme-
diately and, once you're interviewed, 
you could be hired on-the-spot. 
If you can't attend the Disney 
Job Fest, just call ( 407) 828-3088 
during regular business hours. 
Or write: Walt Disney World 
Employment, P.O. Box 10,000 Lake 
Buena Vista, tlorida 32830-1000. 
Take I-4 to Magic Kingdom exit 
and follow the signs to the Disney 
JobFest. Be sure to mention to the 
toll booth attendant that you're 
going to the JobFest. 







''A FUNNY AND ABSOLUTELY 
DELIGHTFUL COMEDY. 
·· .. ord struck oil in his directing debut with the Oscai~winning 
.m; y People~ Now, he-i}\ag another gusher with 'Milagro~ 
It's ~ efful. Don't miss it!" 
'" Klein, FOX NETWORK 
"A delightfully raucous comic 
fable. What makes this genial, 
" . movie so captivatirtg is 
o~y its wild and crazy 
acters, but its mysteriously 
mystical abnosphere~' 
-Kathleen Carroll, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 
A FILM DIRECTED BY ROBERT REDFORD 
T H E 
MILAGRO 
BEAN FIELD 
W A R 
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SEX · 
FROM PAGE 1 
men had regrets. 
"It's okay for a girl to be a 
virgin, but for a guy it's just 
totally unacceptable," said 
Robert, a 22-year-old engi-
neering major. , 
Paul, a 20-year-old finance 
major, agrees that most of the 
sexual pressure is on men. 
"Men want to marry virgins 
but do nothing to keep them 
that way." 
Although the survey shows 
that UCF students are sexu-
ally experienced, it also proves 
that the most students demon-
strate responsibility in prac-
ticing birth control. 
A total of 57 percent of sur-
veyed students reported using 
birth control on a regular ba-
sis, with nearly 45 percent 
using condoms. The amount of 
men and women using birth 
control on a regular basis were 
surprisingly equal, dissolving 
the myth that only women 
care about birth control. 
Kristen, a 20-year-old lit-
erature student's says, "men 
just don't care about birth 
control . . . women care about 
their bodies, men don't." 
Despite this beliefnearly 80 
percent of the men responding 
to the poll believed th at both 
men and women are respon-
sible for birth control. 
For the amount of sex on 
and around the UCF campus, 
students are ·largely uncon-
cerned about AIDS. · Over 50 
percent of r~spondents stated 
they were not at all concerned 
·about contracting AIDS. 
likely to con tract AIDS than 
adults. Research is still pre-
liminary, and reasons for this 
finding have not yet been dis-
covered, but it is definite that 
adolescents have greater re-
sistance to the AIDS virus 
than any other group studied. 
This finding is fortunate, for 
the Future survey reports that 
the majority of UCF students 
have had between two and five 
sexual partners in the past 
year. 
A surprising figure on the 
survey was that nearly · 15 
percent of the male respon-
dents are homosexual, with no 
lesbians reporting. Almost 71 
percent of homosexuals were 
very concerned about contract-
ing AIDS, compared to only 18 
percent of the heterosexual 
male population. 
"I have a lot to worry about," 
said Jim, a 20-year-old gay 
business major. "Gays are the 
most likely to contract AIDS, 
and that really scares me. It 
scares me more than any-
thing." 
UCF students, as most col-
lege students, tend to think 
they're 'immune' to AIDS. 
"AIDS is very real, and I 
think more teenagers need to 
realize that. They need to face 
up tO the danger and the risks 
involved with sex," said one 
26-year-old education major. 
Despite the ·sexual promis-
cuity that exists on the UCF 
campus, there are some who 
still prefer sex after marriage. 
"I just would like to know 
someone before getting that 
intimate with them," said 
Angela, an 18-year-old politi-
cal science major. 
"Everyone says they're con-
~~_:_~~~~~~---,-~~~---'-~~~~~~~-=---:-:-~~~--:-:-:-:-~:----:---;--7--,-----J cernedaboutAIDS,butnoone 
seems to putting anything 
Scott agrees with the notion 
of friendship and love before 
sex. 
Want A Caree In The 
Highest Paying Business 
In The 
United States? 
aboutJt, ' 'sa'ys Beth. · 
Ac:~ording to the New York 
Time~ teenagers are less 
"I'd love to be in a relation-
ship and just be with her," he 
savs. 
How to start 
your law career 
before you start 
law school. 
Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course. 
After taking Kaplan, thousands of LSAT 
students score over 40. That's the top I 0% 
nationwide! And candidates who score 
over 40 on the new LSAT enjoy the best 
chance of being accepted to the law school 
of their choice and going on to practice 
with top law firms or corporations. 
So call any of our 120 centers for 
infonnation·and starting class dates. The 
Kaplan LSAT prep course could be the 
one pre-law course that determines· the 
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·8, The Central Florida Future. Aprll 21, 1988 
Wishes you Good Luck 
on your Final Exams! 
Look for The Central Florida Future 
to return on a weekly basis, each 
Wednesday, starting May 11th. 






If first class meeting is on, 
















· 10:00 a.m. 

















... The final exam period 
vvill IJe... · 
8- 9:50 a.m. Mon. 
. 8- 9:50 a.m. Wed. 
9- 10:50 a.m. Fri. 
10- 11 :50 a.m. Wed. 
12- 1 :50 p.m. Mon. 
12- 1 :50 p.m. Fri. 
2- 3:50 p.m. Wed . . 
2-3:50 p.m. Mon. 
4- 5:50 p.m. Wed. 
4-5:50 p.m. Mon. 
6- 7:50 p.m. Mon. 
. 6- 7:00 p.m. Mon. 
8- 9:50 p.m. Mon. 
8-9:50 a.m. Tues. 
8-9:50 a.m. Thurs. 
1 O - 11 :50 a.m. Thurs. 
10- 11 :50 a.m. Tu~s. · 
12- 1 :50 p.m. Tues. 
12- 1 :50 p.m. Thurs. 
2-3:50 p.m. Thurs. 
2- 3:50 p.m. Tues. 
4- 5:50 p.m. Tues. 
4- 5:50 p.m. Thurs. · 
6- 7:50 p.m. Tues. 
6- 7:00 p.m. Tues. 
8- 9:50 p.m. Tues. 
6- 7:50 p.m. Wed. 
6- 7:50 p.m. Wed. 
8- 9:50 p.m. Wed. 
... 
6- 7:50 p.m. Thurs. 
6- 7:50 p.m. Thurs. 
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A .. _-thoughtful adieu 
from the guy who --~~~~~ 
sat in the big · cha·ir. 
It is invariably true that · every outgoing editor 
feels that it is a duty to write a closing column. I'm 
afraid that in this area, at least, I am fairly typical. 
You know, I really intended to use this space to 
sum up my four years at the Future, but decided that 
few of you would remember any of~hat we did back 
then. 
Does anybody out there remember Manny Moon? 
How about the Kamikaze Columnist? Both were 
pseudonyms that I once worked under that have 
since been forgotten. 
I bring this up because when I first took the job of 
editor two years ago, I was told that nothing I did 
really mattered because in the long run nobody 
remembered any of it. Is that a depressing outlook on 
life, or what? 
I refuse to believe it. It may surprise you, but there 
are still a few of us romantics that think that while 
much of what we do will fade in a very short time, 
everything matters. 
For four years my entire life has been run by a 
company - a newspaper. I am still convinced that I 
have lost at least one girlfriend to the damn thing. 
The paper demanded to be first. 
But I, like any other journalist, would not change 
one decision I made. Succeed or fail, we here at the 
Future have been dedicated to bringing you the best 
newspaper that we can produce. · 
And even as I pack the junk from my desk, I feel 
that the newspaper is on the right track. While the 
staff will certainly be a young one next year, they are 
intelligent and eager. That's about all you can ask of 
anybody. 
I wish them good luck.· 
Another thing I.wanted to do in this column was to 
thank those people who have helped me put out this 
newspaper. After four years, that number has grown 
too large to list, so I'll focus on those who were 
involved this year. 
The first and most important were my journalism 
professors. Thanks Fred and Ron, there's nothing 
more helpful than a really tough and honest critique. 
Next are the always loyal members of my staff. 
They're hard to come by. Cindy Cowen, Leslie Jor-
gensen, Scott X and Mike Hoban would fit this mold 
better than any. Thanks gang, it would have been 
tough without you. . ~ 
Of course, there are my friends and advisors. 
Here's a real list: Mike Rhodes, Margaret Rhodes, 
Jeff Glick, Mike Young, William McCartney, and of 
course, my mother and father. Some I have lo.st touch . 
with, but all have helped take the burd~n off of my 
shoulders at one time or another. 
And, in closing, I thank you' an for giving me the 
chance to serve you. It has been an experience and a 
privilege that I could never replace. Good luck in 
everything you do. · 
Donald Wittekind 
Editor in Chief - 1986-88 
1f:The Central Florida Future 
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 
Business Office (407) Z75-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865 
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Opinions expressed in The Cen1ral Florida F .,,,,re are those of the editor or writer and not 
n~rity those of the Board of Publications. University Administration. or Board of 
Regents. Letters 1o the Editor must be typed and Include the outho(s signature. 
major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing and become the copy· 
righted property of the newspaper. TlaeCentra/FloridaFlllllre is o free, norrprofrt. twice 
weekly newspaper published during the academic year. 
nl'" GEORGE. BUSM PR~l~NTIAL Ptcll=IER 
A farewell to Don and Kathy 
by David Alan Brodnax and David Schlenker 
' With this being the last issue of The Central Flor-
ida Future this semester, it also serves as the very 
!last issue for Editor in Chief, Don Wittekind and 
·M:anaging Editor, Kathy Johnson. 
For the past four years this tandem has given the 
Future __ their undying love and devotion. With their 
guidance and continued patience the Future has 
truly t'aken on an aviance of journalistic profession-
alism. · 
For the past two years, Don Wittekind has been 
the editor in chief of the Future. Don has taken the 
paper to new heights, as the Future has grown finan-
cially as well as being a leader -in technology for 
Florida newspapers: the Future is one of only two 
papers in Florida that runs a pagination computer 
system for production purposes. 
Aside from material and professional contribu-
tions, Wittekind was just plain fun to work with. 
Never seen without some sort baseball cap, he added 
a light, unpressured atmosphere to ·the office. 
Wittekind is now leavilJg the-Future in order to · 
start an internship with the Orlando Business Jour-
nal. He has already written many articles for the 
business publication and our staff wishes him contin-
ued success with this endeavor. 
Johnson has been the managing editor for the past 
year. Starting out as a reporter for sports (and also 
serving as the first female sports editor of the paper), 
she has improved the Future in design and report-
ing quality. 
Johnson always made a special effort to work with 
everybody. If you have a question, ask Kathy. If there 
was confusion amidst, she was always there. She had 
the ability to make friends with all those who worked 
in the trailer. · 
Johnson is getting ·married Saturday, to a very 
lucky man, and we at the Future extend o_ur best 
wishes for many years to come. Kathy has started 
work with Florida foday, and will, without question, 
bring a sense of pride and professionalism to that 
organization as she did for ours. 
As the new editor and managing editor, we w·ould 
like to express to Don and Kathy our joy and sadnes!>. 
With all of our hearts, we thank you for everything 
you have done for The Central Florida Future , and 
for.us. You two have leftsomeverybigshoes to fill. We 
hope that we live up to your expectations. 
As for your new careers, if you do half as much for 
your new employers as you did for the Future, make 
room on your mantle for the Pulitzers. 
From David and Dave, as well as the rest of the 
staff, you have left, but you will never be forgotten. 
Thank you for everything and the best ofluck to you 
both. With, all of our love and respect, The Staff. 
• PEER INCIDENT UNIQUE graduate Studies, and is provided 
by Dr. David Dees, and represen-
that area. The incoming students 
are instructed to seek out their 
advisors for advisetnent in the 
courses of their major for the fol-
.lowing semesters. 
Editor: 
I am a member of the Academic 
Peer Advisement Team, and 
would like to respond to Tim Ball's 
editorial regarding the experience 
he had with an Academic Peer Ad-
visor. I do not mean to discount his 
experience, but I wonder if he has 
mistaken someone else for a Peer 
Advisor. 
The training we receive begins 
with the start of the summer 
semester and continues until the 
start of the freshman ·orientation 
sessions that we do in conjunction 
with the Orientation Team. Part of 
our training is concerned with 
learning to deal with the prob-
lems. 
Another part of our training 
comes from the Office of .Under-
. tatives of the respective colleges. 
This is our academic training. We 
are taught all of the academic and 
administrative requirements that 
a student will need . to graduate, 
such as the academic policies and 
procedures, and the undergradu-
ate degree requirements sections 
of the catalog. 
When we advise the students 
during the orientation sessions, 
we teach them how to understand 
and read the schedule. We are 
instructed to help the students 
with the general education re-
quirement classes, since it is so 
difficult to find them open. If a 
student wants to take classes con-
cerning his intended major, we 
suggest taking only one or two of 
the most basic courses offered in 
If Mr. Ball was instructed to 
take as many computer science 
classes as possible during his first 
year, it was an unfortunate and 
isolated incident. I realize, as an 
Academic Peer Advisor, that in-
coming students are greatly af-
fected by what we say and that · 
provides us with a great responsi-
bility to help these students to the 
best ofour well trained abilities. It 
is a responsibility that the Aca-
demic Peer Advisement Team 
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''YOU WAS OUR Are HIT MAN." 
was just two weeks away.. 
We've all heard it a million times: Don't drink and drive. But sadly, the statistics show each week that some 
people didn't hear it at all. And now they won't hear music or lectures or laughter, or anything else. Ever. 
That's why Yellow Cab is sponsoring the "Safe Ride Home" program. As a member, you'll receive a special 
Safe Ride Home card. If you've had too much to drink, or a friend has-or you find yourself in any dangerous 
situation where a safe ride home can make the difference, ~all. We'll send a Yellow Cab to pick you up and get 
you home, safe and sound. Free. All you have to do is present your 
card to the Yellow Cab driver when he arrives. 
College life means you've got a lot to look forward to. Don't let drunk 
driving shatter your plans. 
$5.00 at Kiosk 
Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company, A Member of Mears Transportation Group 
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS: Apply for position as a CAD AC Coordinator, UCF Campus Alcohol and 
Drug Awareness Center. Your CADAC center is free to the students and staff at UCF. 281-5447 
Kappa Delta 
Happy Birthday Dawn 'noy.i that you are 
legal we 'II see you at Chili's tonight! Con-
grats to Kellv McBride ASA Sweetheart 
and Dawn Crescent of the yearl KD ex-
cels! White Rose on Fri! 
Kappa ~lgma 
End-of-the-year party Friday night live 
band-the common-ond DJ, all you can 
drink, mash It up with 25 kegs. KJ:.-We 
party I 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
That's right the winning contfnues tor TKE-
overall softball champs! Let's go MEAT.get 
. your ---together o.nly 2 more days for 
PrYtanls Fire! Study up and then let's party-
RCll 
Sigma Chi 
Congrats to new Sigma Chi sweetheart 
Michele Schroth! We love ya everyone 
~et set to tail into final week! Then, after Is 
Sigma Chi Weekend . Great job Tony! 
Della Tau Delta . 
Well, this has been a great semester, but 
wecanhonestlysaywe'rehappytoseeits 
conclusion this semester we've done 
everything from acquiring a house. to 
promoting relations with foreign countries 
(and partying. of course). We would like to 
wish all fraternities and sororities and in-
credible summer. We woulq like to recog-
nize the graduating brothers of DTD; Jason 
Valavanls and Ozzifish. There are no chap-
ter meetings for the rest of the month. 
Don't forget, survival game is on May 7, 
and chapter retreat Is May 13-15. 
Della Gamma 
Hey Dee Gees! Take a look at the lot!! 
We 're really movin '!!Study hard this week! 
Keep Hannah smiling! 
Oz & Gene - The 520 is still on the line, but 
I need proof to pay out. 
It's sad that a majority decision of a group 
lsn 't good enough to accomplish some-
thing, 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Attention all RTV, film, journalism, and 
communication majors! Gain experience 
by joining the national broadcasting soci-
ety. Meetings on Tuesday 5:00 Learning 
Resources Lecture Room. 
Baptist Campus Ministries 
Well the semester Is almost over. Come 
join us for our las.t Knight Lite this semester. 
So come join us for some fun and fellow-
ship at 6:30 in the SOLi 
UCF Tau Kwan Do Karate Club is offering 
beginning classes for summer free instruc-
tion. MWF nights on campus. Learn karate 
for sport, art. & self defense. Call Dean@ 
352-7859. 
Baptist Campus Ministries 
CONGRATULATIONS to all of you who fi-
nally survived and made it to graduation! 
Good luck with your future! 
Pi Sigma Epsilon 
Congratulations new officers! Don't for-
get the Awards Banquet Fri. 7pm Holiday 
Inn. UCF Best of luck to all our graduating 
seniors. We've hod a grmeat year, keep 
up the good work!!! 
House to share. 2 roommates needed. 2 
story, 3 bdrm. 2 bth. wash/dry. garage. 
Quiet and wooded, 10 min from down-
town. Will share ride to UCF. '200/mo + l /3 
utts. 150 dep. nonsmokers only. 859--0962 
leavemesg. 
Female to share w/same nonsmoker 220 
month 1 /2 ult. l mile UCF on Alafaya 
"l~- ""' •• ,.,,.. .. ·--· - -1')1"'\ c~ 
Male-large furnished apartment. Your 
own huge furnished bedroom, with king 
size waterbed. own bathroom. Third floor 
lake view. w/d. fireplace, 434 In Alta-
monte $270 + 1 /3 utilities Chris 774-1178 
call between 7-9pm 
Female roommate needed for master 
bdrm of 3-bdrm condo oWri room and 
bath w/d paddle fans. $100 sec. and $150 
rent on Goldenrod Rd. Available May 2 
call 679-5512 
Roommate needed in a 4bed-2bath 
house between Oviedo & UCF. Sl 10/ 
month and share util plus S 110 deposit for 
your own roo'!'. Call 365-7258 between 3 
& 4pm Monday- Friday 
Roommate needed to share home 6 mlles 
from UCF off Goldenrod Rd own room 
washer-dryer fenced yard S 175 mo + utili-
ties $100 deposit call Mike at657-2562 · 
Male non-smoker for 2bed/2 1 /2b 
townhouse walking distance to UCF. Sl 33 
+ l /3 utll call Dirk or Glenn @282-2600Avail 
Mayl 
25 inch color TV good condition. 150 firm. 
call 275-4834 
For sale Magic Chef Microwave oven and 
a twin bed. call 658-1851 
Wow!! Commodore 64 computer/tape 
dr/Dlsk drive/color printer for sale. In-
cludes geos op' sys, mouse, and a lot of 
software. $350. Call Jay 260-2390. 
Wanted: female nor.ismoker to share ·commodore64w/clrmonltor.dskdr,and 
apartment with your own room. $150 per assort software $325 call Tom 657-2474 
month plus 1/3 utilities call 273-8676 before lOpm 
Roommatetoshare3br/2bon Red BugRd =====~======== 
washer/dryer/microwaveNCR '200 + 1/3 
util l 00 dep/no lease nonsmoker pref call 
7 67-5118 leave message 
Non~moklng, semi-studious male seeks 
same as roommate. $'200 a month + utili-
ties. Access to UCF through Research 
Park. 2 bedroom 1 l /2 bath. As soon as 
possible. Call Bryan at 275-8562 mornings 
or evenings. 
Rent room-share house! Furnished: 15 min 
to campus. Call Randy at 327-2737 /774-
0113 
Roommate needed to share two bed-
room two bathroom triplex with a non-
smoking male. $212 a month+ utilities. Mile 
from UCF. Call after 8:30 pm 273-3077 
Roommate needed for 3 bdrm 2bath 
house. 3 miles from UCF. Rent 125 mo + 1 I 
3 utilities. Security deposit 175. Available 
immediately. Ask for Kelly or Mary. 657-
2172. 
Roommate needed $187 + l /2 utilities 
across from UCF fully furnished two bed-
room apt 277-7677 or 275-2518 
Available. beautiful l bd-1 bth & 2bd-2 
bth apartments at Forest Highlandls Apts. _ 
Call 282-5657 for lnfmmrition. 
Large 2bed/2bath apartment patio, 
washer/dryer. dishwash~r. cen. air/heat 
very nice. l mile .from UCF $425/mon call 
collect 904-735-2185 
l bdrm/1 bath Apt. I need someone to 
take over lease. It ends in Sept. I will pay 
the first month with or without furniture if 
you move in immediately. Call Tracy at 
933-0899. 
·Condo on Cocoa Beach. May 8-14. Many· 
extras incl. Nautilus, racquetball, tennis. 
Sleeps 4. $45/night (3 night min.) or 5300/ 
wk. 679-8788 
Room for rent in Chuluota $120/mth can 
before 2:30 p.m. 365-5796. 
OVIEOO, 2 bdrm 2 bath, QUIET AREA. 
SPACIOUS. Appliances GARAGE. CALL 
WATSON REALTY today 629-6643 
STUDENT SECTION 
No Application Fee 
2 Bedroom.5 2 Full Baths $475.00 
3 Bedroom.5 2 Full Baths $575.00 
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi 
Washer & Dryer Hook-ups mini-blinds 
SUSSEX PLACE 
281-6393 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair). 
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. 
Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for cur-
rent repo list. 
For Sale: 
1983 Suzuki 550 Catanna low miles, 
l 98i Suzuki GS550E 
1985 Suzuki GS650E. like new 
1986 Yamaha TI250 300 miles 
Contact Joe 679-0832 after 5pm 
GYMPAC 1000 very good condition all 
attachments must sell by 4/29 $200 281-
6461 
YAMAHA keyboard-PSS 270 49 keys l 00 
voices 10 rhythms auto-occmpmt auxllr 
outs stereo headphone jax call 679-9022 
ask for Mitch 575/0BO 
For sale: couch and two chairs with end 
table. ln ,good cond. 5150 OBO 281-1504 
Stereo: remote CD, 45 watts/channel 
'amp/receiver. auto turntable. coss deck 
w /Dolby B, 3-way speakers $450 call 
Glenn 282-2600 
Winter Park townhouse 3/2 l /2 flower 
garden, wet bar, pool, racquetball FHA 
assume no qualify 8 1 /'Z'lo Fxd $6000 Dvm 
$485 pitl owner will hold 2nd end unit 
H#677-8990 H#831-5676 
Audi 5CXXJs 1984 loaded 56.000 mi 9500/ 
offer ex cond 366-0446 
Pink Floyd tickets(4) Must sell@ face value 
281-8188 leave number 
Student Counselors Wanted 
10 counselors wanted-5 male, 5 female-
forSummer Career Exploration module for 
high school students. Your major must be 
In the Arts and Sciences. Business. Educa-
tion. Health orEnglneering . Must be avail-
able full time from June 5 thru June 10. 
Must supervise students by living in dormi-
tory during program. Pay is 5250. for Engi-
neering and 5200. for other majors. Previ-
ous related experience preferred. Minor-
ity students are encouraged to apply. 
Apply to Undergraduate Studies, Rm. 210 
Adm. Bldg. by April 
29. Phone 275-2231 or 275-3973. 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. ENTRY LEVEL 
PUT YOUR NEW 
COLLEGE DEGREE 
TO WORK! 
Bright. aggressive individual required for 
development & expansion of major na-
tional corp.; expc;mding in central Florida 
area. 
Management trainees begin at $1100/ 
mo. salary with 1st year income growing to 
S 16.000. Advancement to management 
based on performance and merit annual 
earnings growing to $25,000 to S45CX)O/yr. 
Recent degree preferred. For interview, 
contact Tom McKenna or Roger Price at 
305-843-5411 or send resume to: 
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonial. Orlando, FL 
32801 
Excellent Income for 
home assembly work 
For info call 
504-:646-1700 Dept. P307 
Students $7 .00 per hour 
Demonstrates Reading Program.5 and 
Educational Materials call 898-630 l 
*SUMMER WORK* 
9.25 to start 
·National Corp. has immediate FIT pos. 
available in housewares division all 
majors may apply. Fully accredited 
student work program scholarships 
available apply in person l Oam to 2pm 
only 1320 N. Semoran STE. 108 3 blks 
north of hw'{ 50 Vector Corp. 
NANNY positions available summer 
employment or full time if graduating 
pay: summer $150-200 per week full time 
$250-300 per week • plus benefits paid 
vacation. travel. health insurance call 
the NANNY Placement Center at 260-
0031 
Car Wash Person/Shuttle Driver 
Major car rental co. near airport. Must be 
21 yrs. and excellent driving record. 20 hrs 
per week, flexible scheduling. Contact 
Wes Ling, Enterprise Rent-A-Car 2901 
McCoy Rd. Orlando. 305-859-2296. or 
Fred Bruno at 281 E. Hwy 434 Longwood 
305-339-1199' 
**ORLANOO SUMMER JOBS** 
Earn S while you gain business experi-
ence to beef-up your resume free P.C. 
and mid-range computer trainin~. Part 
time/full time work available. 
Dental assistdnt chairside, sharp, friendly, 
experience preferred Goldenrod office 
6778888 
STUDENTS-(SUMMER WORK) 
Selecting a few students for a business 
marketing. sales & management 
Internship program. Students selected 
receive approx. 5350-400/weekly & 3hrs 
summer college credit. Looking for hard-
working students who can work away 
from home for the Summer Interviews 4/ 
21-4/23. Students interested may send 
name, major. yr. In school (freshly. soph, 
etc) & phone# to P.O. Box 12439-A 
Gainesville, Fl. 32604-0439/Call 904-377-
3187. 
$$$$SUMMER HELP$$$$ 
$370.00 Weekly min pay 
Residents of NW Orange County only 
plus Seminole. Lake. Volusia residents pt 
or ft positions corporate training 
provided at no charge scholarships, 
merit pay increases car:i earn over 
S l 0,000 this summer work In your city 
interview In Altamonte office c611 for 
appt 10am-2pm 869:9010 Cutco Div 
Don't read this 
unless you work hard 
$400-500/week this summer 
full time/College Credit 
Grad Placement-Fortune 500's 
for info call M 281-0856 
Leave name, major, ph. no. 
Concurrent Computer Corporation 
wants to hire sophomores, juniors, or 
seniors (min. GPA 3.0) majoring In 
computer science with an Interest In 
systems programming to work part or full 
time this summer (May through August) 
in either Orlando. Florida or Tinton Falls. 
New Jersey. Salary is $8-$10 hourly. 
Interested students should contact the 
UCF Co-op Program, Adm. Rm. 129 
Graduate Internships In Public Admini-
stration 
A salary of $10,000 per year. 
Course load of 9-12 hours per semester. 
20 hours per week(flextime) on the job. 
Applicants must be a Florida resident 
and hold a Bachelor's degree and have 
either a 3.o GPA or 1000 score on the 
GRE. Please contact by April 18, 1988. 
Ms. Carlene Thornton 904-644-3525 
Stromberg-Carlson, Lake Mary, Florida, 
wants to hire five computer science and 
five marketing majors full time for 
summer 1988. Salary starts at 56.00 
hourly. Interested students should 
contact the UCF Cooperative Educa-
tion Program, Adm Bldg .• Rm. 129. 
ABORTION SERVICES. birth control infor-
mation, pregnancy tests and counselling. 
VD screening, low cost, confidential serv-
ices and general anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
ABORTION SERVICES 
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test. 
Morning-after treatment. Confidential • 
Private. woman-owned: A special ap-
proach to health care. 
Birth Control Center 422-0606 
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando 
Scholarships/Grants for college are avail-
able. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-
USA-l 221 ext0627. 
ABORTION INFORMATION 
Free pregnancy tests. individual advise-
ment and counseling, limited financial 
aid, confidentiality is assured. 
CENTER FOR PREGNANCY 
648-2701 
1116 Lucerne Terrace (near ORMC) 
AA 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets weekly 
Thursdays 1 :00 p.m. Call 281-5841 ACOA 
rneets Wednesdays 3:00 p.m. 
Interviewing for the perfect job? 80"..b of 
decisions to hire Is made within first 30 
seconds. You must look your best 
regardless of GPA. Complete image for 
men and women. Free consultation. Call 
Debra 659-4427. 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick professional service free revisions 
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and 
weekend service VISA-MASTERCARD. 




•One mile from UCF Campus• 
All types of student documents. Same day 
service available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast• Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed I Revised /Typed - 657-0079 
Professional Word Processing 
*Student Discount* 
Documents of any kind 
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE 
740-0227 
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4 
RESUMES/TYPESEITING 
Professional Ldsertypesetting, many 
types of documents. Fast turnaround. 
Kinko's Copies Across from UCF 
Open 7 days a week 658-9518. 
LASER printed RESUMES- l page resume & 
25 originals-$20.00. 658-1163 
Top-QualiJ:Y. word processing: experi-
enced. editing. reliable. 366-0538. 
lYPING. Fast. special discount. New loca-
tion. Call Berny 629-0545. 
TYPING. Experienced: term papers. 
theses. resumes etc. l mi. from UCF Rea-
sonable rates. 365-3870 after 6pm 
Reasonable and fast typing service call 
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs. 
TYPIST-Resumes, Reports, Thesis 
Reasonable Rates call 679-4958 
Letters/Mailings on LASER printer. 25 origi-
nal letters-$20.00. 658-1163. 
Professional, prompt typing. Disk storage. 
Best prices around. Ask about resume 
special-Marla 273-6495 
Research/Technical Writing Papers. re-
ports & resumes typed. $2.00 page 
double-spaced/53.00 single ($6.00 mini-
mum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt 
295-8555 day or night. 
21 year old UCF co-ed needs ride from 
Altamonte to UCF May 9-June 17 Mon-
Thurs 6pm & pick up 9pm 830-4963 
SWF who Is honest attractive and fun 
seeks outgoing friendly guy to dance 
and watch movies with. Must love 
romance and pizza. · 
Nat'! Chapter-Incest is best, put your 
sister to the test! 
PS Are you lonely? 
LP Jr, 
I refuse to say goodbye 
Although the end is here, 
So maybe we will meet 
Sometime over a beer! 
Barry, 
A Little Bit ....... 
I am very happy for you. You deserve 
the best-or at least what you think the 





TOP TEN HOTTEST MEN ON CAMPUS 
1. Matt Boucher 6. Burt Zegers 
2. AndyWanicka 7. Dan Keenan 
3. John Lambrides 8. Zeke Zucaro 
4. Barry Altland 9. John White 
5. Eugene Muhartl 0. Chris Lombardi 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
**ATTENTION STEVE CIGAR** 
So how did you really get that social 
disease?? Get well soon!!! I hope there 
are no long term side effects!! Luv the 3 
angels 
$ $ Ill 
MISS Wanda D. Flonnery 
and 
Mr. Eric B. Simpson 
Request the honour of your presence 
At their marriage 
This celebration of love will be 
On Saturday, the Fourteenth of May 
Nineteen Hundred and Eighty Eight 
At Five O'clock in the afternoon 
Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church 
535 West Washington Street 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
Hey Boss. 
I guess I will miss you but don't tell 
anyone. It's too bad you're not coming 
with me especially since we make such 
a cute couple and we would have 
beautiful chlldren ( I know you'd love to 
spend two years abroad with me ) . 
Have a good time next year . I know you 
don't have to worry about social 
diseases or anything. Good Luck! 
LoveYEFA 
Gary, 
Congratulations! We've made it to 8 
months! 
Love Always, Tracy 
To the guy by the tree. 
No, it's cellulite! 
The girl by the r~flecting pond 
Kathy, 
I hope you're happy in your new 
marriage to What's - His - Name. Please 
try to forget that I'll never be able to 
love another woman. BecaLISe qt you 
my life is limited to lust. 












~~ •• ...- F inancia{A icf forCo{{ege 
C1988SRG • • 
Private Sector Scholarships and Grants (graduate and 
l 
undergraduate) are available regardless of family 
income, MILLIONS GO UNCLAIMED EACH YEAR. 
Re.su[ts Guaran.tutl! 
For information, call toll~free 
(800) USA-1221, ext. 0627 . 
NIGHTLY SPECIALS 
SUN - Margarit~ Nite 
12 oz. Margaritas $1.50 
MON - Hospitaluty Nite 
Reduced Prices 
TUES - Import Nite $1.50 




THURS - Hot Legs Nite 
Wear Mini Skirt & get 
reduced drink prices 
N 
~ 
vv . '" 
436 (1 Block North of 436) 
Altamonte Springs 
. 260-5000 11a1111 
101~ 
From the $50s! 
-
Say ''Good~ye'' to Land.lords! 
Why .. , rent wh• you c1n own your home now? A 
River'• ..... viii• or townhome can be yours for 
1baut the am a you now PIY In renl That m11n1 
yau an •llY tax 1dnnt1a• ind olher benefits of , 
ownership IDdlYI 
l.OCllld •r UCF on Elli Colonlll Drive, thae 
2-11111 .... llOlna ire lllultld on 1 riverfront forat 
1111111 111 Ullll Ecanlackhlll:hll River and failure: 
• a..y n. pllm • Nature/Jagging r1nr tnll 
Say goodbye to your-landlord. Say hello 
to home ownership at River'• Edge 
from Catalina tiomea. 
281-7584 
MODELS OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 
10:30 A.M. • 7:00 P.M. 
SUN., 12:00 -6:00 P.M. 

















:;;..=: --· CGC-024885 
BEE LINE EXP . () 
J: 
(.) 
-On E. Colonlal Or. (Hwy. 50). one block 
east of Econlockhatchee Rd. 
'"Principle and interest only. Based on sale price of $57,800, 10% down, $52,800 mortgag~ 
amount Interest rate 7'h'I... 92~o APR. First-year A.R.M., 131/2% cap. (Interest rates sub1ect to 
based u market conditions.) 
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Ervin ·tq live life of NFL; 
not a lite· of 'what if ? ' 
ll(llt 
Corris Ervin, all stretched 
out on the bed of his dorm 
room, smiled. Then he 
laughed. No it wasn't because 
of alcohol or drugs. He's never 
touched either. It's just not 
. hard for Ervin to find some-
... thing to be happy about. 
·· His attention was momen-
tarily !urned to a bass fishing 
program on television. But 
then the attention was all 
yqurs, as it always is when you 
speak to Ervin. He's just the 
kind of guy you can't help but 
hope succeeds. 
· He arises from the bed and 
his body is ripped with 
muscles. His legs carry him 4.4 
· · seconds in-a 40-yard dash. He 
puts punishing hits on many a 
football opponent. 
But ·what's probably more 
and two touchdowns per game 
as a tailback. Then his love for 
the game would bum and he'd 
wonder. Wonder just like any 
other athlete who gave up. 
What could I have been? 
As fate has it, he will join a 
very elite group known as the 
National Football League. 
And in all likeliness, he will 
perform well and represent 
UCF proudly. 
H.e's inviting his parents to 
his dorm room to watch the 
draft televised. More than · 
anything he wants to help his 
parents out. He wants them to 
live a comfortable life and not 
have to work extra jobs any-
more. He wants his father to 
drive a Mercedes Benz. 
It's going to be a great 
moment Sunday when a NFL 
team chooses Ervin. A great 
moment for UCF, for his par-
ents, but most of all for Ervin. 
He didn't give up and now 
he's getting what he deserves. 
I'd be smiling all the time, too. 
••• 
important to Ervin is that he It doesn't seem too long ago· 
has peace of mind. He won't that I packed my 8-track tape 
have to live the life of"Hewlett player in my Mustang and 
Packard", asking "What if?" headed for the University of 
What if he had left UCF Central Florida. 
after discovering that a collge That wa.s 1983. And now by 
campus wasn'~ his ~c~ne? defaµlt (I've taken every PE 
. We~l, he'd be back ii}' Porn.. class offered) I must graduate. 
pario Beach as a woodworker, Only it doesn't excite me as 
his hobby. The NFL would be much as it does my parents. 
. high on some other defensive · I've made sp9rts a large part 
back from some other college. of my life which is ·why I de-
Ervin would be a faint memory cided I wanted to get involved 
of those who knew of him. as a sports writer. I've enjoyed 
He would be at home telling ·my time with the school paper 
glory stories to his buddies of and had a chance to meet many 
the pj.gh scpool games when he class people. By the way, Hi 
averagedrmore than 100 yards Tom Gibbins. 
Getty wins 1500 ·meter 
by Tom Davis 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
From the back to the front of 
the pack, UCF track club 
member Jay Getty won his 
first race in two years. 
Getty won his heat- of the 
HiOO-meter race with a per-
sonal best of four minutes, 12 
seconds while leading the 
Knights at the Florida Junior 
College Invitational in 
Jacksonville. 
Getty, who ran most of his 
race behind the leaders, out-
kicked two runners in the last 
200 meters. "I wanted· to be 
close enough to remain in 
-striking distance of -the lead-
. ers," Getty said. "Sometimes 
you kick, . sometimes you get 
' kicked." 
Cross country runner Joe 
Heller led the Knights in the 
5000-meter race (3.1 miles), 
finishing second overall and 
first in the collegiate division 
with a time·of 15:19. Heller 
was out-kicked by the distance 
coach from Jacksonville Uni-
versity ·by one second. Team-
mate Ken Rohr, who is trying 
to come back after a stress 
fracture, finished fifth overall 
with a time 15:55. Tom Davis 
broke another personal record 
by 30 seconds, finishing the 
race in 17:19. 
In the sprints, Tom Beller 
set a personal record in the 
200-meter dash, as Steve 
Jones survived the 400-meter 
hurdles. 
Mike Bourque and Steve 
Steffy flirted with the two-
minute barrier . in the 800-
meter race. Bourque, who led 
the race through the first 400-
meters, faded to finish in 
2:01.2. Steffy finished in 
2:04.2. "If I had not let up I 
would have won my race," said 
Bourque. 
Track coach Tom Metts was 
not pleased with Bourque or 
Steffy, despite both runners 
breaking personal records. 
"They both have the physical 
ability to break two minutes," 
said Metts. "All they have to do 
now is overcome it mentally." 
The Lady Knights were led 
by freshmen Sabrina Ham-
mond and Kim Fultz. Ham-
mond finished second in the 
400-meter dash. Fultz moved 
up to the 800-meter race set-
ting a personal record with a 
time of2:47.55. 
The Knights will take the 
week off before heading to the 
final of three Gatorade Grand 
Prix races April 30 in Tampa. 
"It was a good meet for us, it 
was a nice change from 
competing against all 
those world-class athletes in 
the Gatorade series," said 
Metts. 
• • • 
The men's cross country 
team has set 15 personal rec-
ords between the topseven 
runners. Steve Steffy and 
Tom Davis have the most with 
four each. Metts is looking 
forward to next season 
when six of the seven 
return. 
\ ___ ... 
""">-
.-
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. . WOMEN'S TENNIS 
FROM PAGE 16 
psyched up to beat her {and now} I feel guilty." 
Fisher will nead for the tournament with a 
12-6 record. "I think I have a chance of doing 
well, but I don't know how handle it mentally," 
~he said. "As soon as I get there, it will be a 
competitive focus. Now that Mandy isn't there, 
I think I'll be seeded No. 2. I think I have a 
chance to win the tournament at No. 2." 
· Fisher will also team up with No. 2 Edda 
Dulce in doubles. "I think Edda and I can win 
it," said Fisher, whose double's record is 10-5. 
The conference tournament will be broken 
doWn into nine different competitions, six for 
the singles and three for do~les. 
Coach Kathy Pell said her team is well pre-
pared. "I think we can do really well, but it's 
going to depend on the luck of the draw and how 
well the girls play," said Pell, whose team fin- · 
ished the season with an 8-10 record. "That's the 
best UCFhas done in a longtime." Last season, 
UCF finished 5-11. 
· The Lady Knights will take a 3-2 conference 
record to the tournament with both losses 
coming against Stetson. 
Dulce will be playing No. 2witha10-6 record, 
while her sister Ede will play.No. 3 with a 9-9 
record. Dana Cooke, 6-11, will play at four, 
while Jamie McNamee (9-5) will play No. 5. 
Sam Osterman (5-14) will play No. 6 for the 
Lady Knights. 
Cooke and McNamee (4-8) will play No. 2 
doubles for UCF, while Ede Dulce and Oster-
man (6-9) will team up at No. 3 doubles . . 
~ . 
oe) Exporting automation and asstmbly equipment to Singapore 
_ }i' shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means business. 
\!-;, ":'P/.r \\---..., Increased sales for your automation slings. material . 
~ / > /) handling and manufacturing aids all over the ~ 
t ~- (~\ world. Call U.S. and Foreign Commercial 
f!WI 'l~ \ft( Service. 1-800-343-4300 Operator 199. 
~~ ~O .\} ') 'In Alas.ka call 1·800-331-1000 
EXPORT AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
NEWSPAPER AD NO. EA-86-1116-2 COL 
.... ,; ,rf:t 
Buckle '~· up 
Florida" It's The Law! 
iSrnij:rlCM1x;1ng0tR~rnm;w:;'w"Q"wiwS0w!ttw;@ 
• Great Pay & Benefits . 
• Word Processing· Secretaries· Clerks 
• Data Entry • Warehouse • Telemarketing 
• Work close to Home 
11 ·can Now for Appointment 
TRC TEMPORARY. S1ERVIC,ES 
@w0n;m;m1wrnrnw0w1rn:rnw1trxm1i1:il.&~1i1,L;111m;w~~;;mm;mm1t0m:mtaw@@) 
A LD ·RICH _r{}-\ 
0 PT IC AL '-J~, 
r- - - - - - - - - - -W • Prescriptions Filled 
I 10°/o Discount on I Soft Contact Lenses • Lenses Dupli<;ated 
I Frames & Lenses I $39 50 • Repairs 
I •th UCF I D I • • Contact Lenses 
WI • • Dally wear_ sottmate B • Contact Lens Solution L----... ----..1 •Sunglasses 
M-T-W-F.: 9-6 Tower Place •Independent[••] Optometrist · · · · 
Thurs.: 9-7 offers not 10376 E. Colonial Dr. on Premesis ~
Sat.: 9-1 combjnoble 277-2949 !&J 
If You·re Boozin· 
Don·t Go Cruisin· 
~----~-----~------··· ·i SPACE COAST i 
= SURVIVAL . GAMES = 
I I 
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I . ' 7~ . .. I 
1 An Outdoor. Adventure 1 
: The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge : 
i •r•\;liiJI-. i 
· I Brevard Orange/Seminole I 





Pay for the service, not for the frill 
Quality Family Hair Care at AfJordable Prices ;J 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES · . HERNDON. VILLAGE 
12263 University Blvd. 5000 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to UC-6 Cinema} (~ext to Dream Quarters) 
380-9103 . 894-9250 
. NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY ., ..................... . 
I HAIRCUTS . . I SHAMPOO I 
I MEN'S I SET OR · I 
I WOMEN'S I BLOWSTYLE 1· 
-2HILDREN'S $4.oo• COMPLETE ~4.oo I 
~--················· PRECISION . I ZOTOS 
•cuT & STYLE . I BUDGET . I 
I includes shampoo, I PERM I 
I finishing rinse & J.6. · lncldes j14 I 
liblowstyle. .50 I Hair cut & style .95_. ----- -----·-- ----PERMS OUR SPECIALTY 
From coloring and highlighting to custom designs and 
perms, our commitment to excellence guarantees you 
the finest techniques available . 
• F,~'L! ro• ~ • • Tz~oS'o'E;~ • •. I LIVEL v PERM IFREEDOM PERM . I 
Selftlmlng perm IFrom flat to 
I includes shampoo, lfabulous Includes~ I 
I cut, set, or blow ~1 shampoo, cut 27 .501 
•
dry style. .50 I& style. t~gular $40il ..... ·········-·· 
THE HAIRSTYLISTS 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES 
12263 University Blvd. 
(Next to UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
HERNDON VILLAGE 
5000 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
HRS: M-F 8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M. 
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
• 




'~I he needs 
is a good swift kick 
inthep ts!' 
How many times have we thought this about a loved one who 
isn't performing up to our expectations? 
But sometimes inappropriate behavior can be a warning 
sign of something serious. A mental illness. 
Mental illness is a medical illness-not a personal weakness. 
And learning to recognize its warning signs can be the first step · 
to healing the sickness. 
Learn more. For an informative booklet, write: 
The American Mental Health Fund, P.O. Box 17700, · 
Washington, D.C. 20041. Or call toll free: 1-800-433-5959. 
In Illinois, call: 1-800-826-2336. 
Learn to see the sickness. Learning is the key to healing. 
THE AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH FUND 
~--------------------,.-----------=--------'-------I 
.MOTEL OVIEDO LODGE Ethel & Bob Fayette Managers 
·• 
. Downtown, close to eve~hing 
Special rates for guests at 
weddings and other events 
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida 
365-5276 
. .-------------------~---------------------. 
--· "Specialists In Cutting Hair" 
1349 HOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789 
(Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies) 
(407) 647-4494 -
- . WE.CARRY .lE){US PRODUCTS ~· 
.... . ® 
Adult.·- ... : ..... _ ................. $8.00 
Child .............................. $5.00 
Mon.-Fri. . · ...................... 9 to 8 
Saturday ....................... 9 to 7 
· Sunday ......................... 1 2 to 5 
11111• 
ADVANCED TRAINED HAIRSTYLISTS 
GUARANTEED 110% SATISFACTION 
Work for major corporations and businesses in 













• VACATION PAY 
• HOLIDAY PAY 
• FREE TRAINING 
• CREDIT UNION 
• HEAL TII/LIFE 
INSURANCE 
Call today for an appointment: 
841-8367 
~ Tem~2!!,;:!!!!a!!!~. 
315 E. Robinson Street • Suite 160 
Orlando, FL 32801 • 841-8367 
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Sleepless nights soon over 
as NFL draft day approaches 
Scott Wallin 
SPORTS EDITOR 
On Sunday, the dreams ofUCF football players 
Corris Eroin and Bernard Ford will become 
reality when the NationqJ, Football LeaiJue con-
ducts its draft of college players. Both players 
are expected to be drafted in the early rounds. 
Sports Editor Scott Wallin caught up wtth 
Ero in in his dorm room Tuesday to discuss what 
the speedy comerback has been doing and what 
his thoughts are about "D" Day. 
Q. What kind of thoughts haue been going 
through your mind lately about Sunday? 
A. Well, the last couple of nights have been kind 
of hectic. I haven't had much sleep lately. 
Q. What's the first thing you're going to do when 
you hear that you'ue been drafted? 
A Thank the Lord. 
Q. You'ue heard from uarious scouts that you'll 
be drafted as high as the second round. What 
round do you think you'll be drafted? 
A I figure the third round, but it cou~d be the 
late second. 
Q. Would you be surprised witfl. anything 
lower? 
A Yeah, it'd be surprising. But, I just want to 
get there. If I'm drafted late, early or middle, 
it'll be the same to me. I still got a job to do no 
matter when I'm drafted. 
Q. How much of a d~mand is there for a comeri 
back in the NFL? . , , 
A. From what I know there's a great demand for 
defensive backs. There are lots of veterans 
getting old in the league. There's also not that 
many good ones coming out of college. What 
they're (the NFL) doing now is restocking thli! 
storage room. 
Q. You had a minor knee operation following 
the season in December. Are scouts coneerned . 
with that? 
A. They ask about the surgery. But, they get 
their answers after they see my performance 
(during drills scouts put Ervin through on 
campus). They're satisfied with the things 
they've seen. My speed is natural. I've never 
had to work for it. That helps me a lot coming off 
of the surgery. It's easy for me to maintain my 
speed. 
Q. What haue your times been lately? 
A I ran a 4.4 for the Falcons last week and a 4.4 
for the Dolphins today. 
Q. What were you running before the surgery? 
A I was clocked as low as 4.35. 
Q. Do you notice a difference between these 
times and the times you had before the surgery? 
A When I'm running I notice a difference. My 
left leg isn't as strong as my right leg. I'm 
running more of a zig-zag now instead Gf a 
straight line. My knee is 65-percent of its full 
strenghth. If I could get it back up to 100-
percent, it'll take care of the other things (the 
zig-zagging). The speed is there. The only thing 
I'm lacking is power in the leg. 
Q. How concerned are scouts with a player's 
speed? . 
A You have to have the ability to do the other 
things as well. Look at (Renaldo) Neahmiah 
(world-class sprinter). He had all that speed, 
but when he put the pads on, he didn't have all 
the courage. Speed is one thing, but you have to 
have knowledge and mental toughness. 
Q. What are you doing now to stay in shape? 
A I'm lifting and running a1ot. I also do a lot of 
back-pedal running and other defensive back 
drills. 
Q. Y9u'ue had to work for so much in your life. 
You almost didn't attend college, but through 
hard work you're now headed for the NFL. Are 
you-prepared to work hard all Qver again? 
A My whole life has been a strqggle. I've had to 
work from Day 1. N othing's ever been handed to 
me. I know the NFL won't be like college. The 
pro level is money, it's your life. It's not just a 
game .. I'm ready. 
Q. What's the first thing you plan on. buying 
with your first paycheck? 
A I want to buy a Mercedes for me and then I 
want to buy a Mercedes for ~yfather. I want us 
both to drive a Mercedes. 
WE'D LIKE TO . 
REMIND'YOU THAT tHE 
UNCENSORED CONTENT 
OF THIS NEWSPAPER IS 
. MADE POSSIBLE BY 
THE CONSTilUTION ·oF 
THE UNITED STATES. 
THE CONSTITUTION 
The wor~ we live by 
To learn more about t~e . Constitutio_n wtite: Constitution. Wash~n~n. f!t11 
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- by Chris Brody 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
... 
The UCF soccer program 
has officially signed five men 
and two women recruits for the 
fall season. 
"We are in the best shape we 
have ever been in on the men's 
side," said coach .Jim Rudy. "I 
am disappointed so far with 
the women as we have lost 
several good players to other 
schools." 
· The five signees for the men 
are Dan Cornell, Jason Wood, 
Pat Abuchaibe, Rod Bitterling 
and Shailer Bowers. Stepha-
nie Johnson and Kelly Barnes 
are the women's two signees. 
Cornell is a versatile attack-
ing player who can play any 
position, according to Rudy. 
Cornell will graduate from 
New Port High School in 
Bellvue, Washington. 
Wood is also from Washing-
ton, playing for Bellarmine 
Prep in Tacoma. Wood and 
Cornell are teammates on a 
Seattle club team. Rudy called 
Wood a dyn_amic player with 
quick feet who will most likely 
play midfield. 
Abuchaibe is a transfer for-
ward from Miami-Dade South 
Community College and will 
enter as a junior. Abuchaibe, 
according to Rudy, is a very 
good one-o~-one player and a 
very quick attacker. 
Bitterling, a defender, is an 
outstanding local prospect 
from Lake Mary High School. 
Bowers is another local player 
from Lyman High School in 
UCF ladies begin 
conference play 
Scott Broden 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
For Julie Fisher, UCF'sNo.1 women's tennis 
player, it will be difficult for her to focus on 
winning this weekend's eight-team New South 
Women's Athletic Conference Tournament in 
Statesboro, Ga. 
But not for a lack of confidence, which Fisher 
usually has an abundance of. What makes this 
tournament hard for her is that her Stetson 
rival, Mandy Stall, was involved in a freak 
automobile accident last week. 
Stall is currently in intensive care after inju-
ries sustained when a concrete block fell off a 
truck traveling in the opposite direction. Plas-
. tic '3urgery is needed to reconstruct Stall's face. 
Fisher said Stall's accident has "been my 
only thought for the whole tournament." 
Fisher, who has never beaten Stall, said she 
has been playing against her since she was 12. 
"She was my main rival,"said Fisher. "I was 
wishing so hard in my heart to get myself 
Longwood where he was 
coached by former UCF star 
Ray Sandidge. A two-time All-
State selection, Rudy feels 
Bowers could push for the 
starting sweeper role. 
For the women, Johnson is 
expected to bolster the front 
--~ --·-~------------~ 
line with the departure of Jean 
Varas. Johnson, from Tahoma 
High School in Maple Valley, 
Washington, has good size and 
speed. 
Rudy feels she will be a defi-
nite goalscoring threat at her 
forward position. 
Rudy described Barnes as a 
very tough and intense com-
petitor with a great left foot. 
Barnes, a midfielder and de-
fender, is one of the premier in-
state players from Melb~urne 
High School. 
"We hope to sign a few more 
for both teams," said Rudy. "We 
will be scrambling with the 
women this week to improve 
our situation there. 
"We need to do well for both 
teams becaus·e the men and 
women have tough fall sched-
ules." 
In other soccer news, a 
group of past and present UCF 
women soccer players partici-
pated in the Georgia State 
University indoor tournament 
in Atlanta. The team success-
fully-defended its title with a 4-
1 victory over the Renegades. 
Jean Varas was named the 
tournament's MVP with 12 
goals in six games. UCF play-
ers Danielle Thomas and 
Mauri Harris also played well 
as they, along with Varas, 
were three of the top five scor-
ers in the tournament. Harris 
was the top scorer for the en-
tire tournament. 
Another former UCF star, , 
Lisa Gozley, participated with 
her club team in the Univer-
sity of Connecticut tourna-
ment and was named to the ~ 
All-Tournament team. 
SEE WOMEN'S TENNIS PAGE 14 The women's tennis team begins conference play this week: 
Golf has disappointing finish 
to · best season in UCF history 
Scott Wallin 
SPORTS EDITOR · 
, It wasn't hard for UCF golf coach . Dale 
Wilson to find the words to explain what hap-
pened to his team at the Jerry Pate Intercolle-
giate last week in Pensacola. 
"We just got our butts beat," Wilson said. 
Enough said, as far as Wilson is concerned. It 
wasn't the type of ending he had hoped for to a 
season that possibly could have sent the 
Knights to the NCAA postseason tournament'. 
A strong finish at the tournament, and UCF 
could have been on the verge ofreceiving a first-
ever bid. 
Instead the Knights wjll remain at home 
with high hopes of what lies ahead for next 
season. 
"It would have been nice to receive a bid," 
Wilson said. "We made some great strides this 
year to reach that goal next year." 
Wilson has .not received the official scores 
from host University of Alabama, but says the 
Knights finished "very low. We didn't play as 
well as we could have." 
After the tournament, he hopped in his car 
and left. On the way home, he reflected back to 
the successful season and thoii.ght about the 
talented nucleus he has returning next season. 
. He has top returners Andrew Rice, Malcolm 
Joseph and Jay Mc Williams, plus a trio of tal-
ented newcomers he recently received commit-
ments from. . .. 
Included in the signees is the No. 1 ranked 
high school player from Sweden, plus junior 
college transfer Cliff Kresge, who was the No. 
10 ranked player in the JC ranks last year. 
"This is by far the best season we've had in 
school history," Wilson said. ·"We are Florida 
Intercollegiate champions (best team in Flor- ... 
ida) and that's something nobody can take a way 
from us until we defend the title next year. 
'We've had more interest in the UCF golf 
program this year in the last six months than 
we've had in the hiostory of the whole program." 
Not only will the strong returning squad in-
crease the Knights' chances of reaching the 
postseason, but a new system devised by the 
NCAA will help a school such as UCF. 
Instead of a selection committee choosing 
w:hich schools will participate, regional tourna-
ments will be held to determine the tournament 
field. Schools which don't have a great golf 
tradition, such as UCF, will have a better 
chance of participating. 
"That's the only fair way," Wilson said. "We 
control our own destiny next year. 
"If you don't make it, you've got nobody to ~ 
complain to." 
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The entertainment and feature supplement of *'1e Central Florida F\Jture 
by Charles Martin 
"Do you eat Spam," asked the bespectacled young University of Florida student from the 
floor in his most earnest inquiring voice, "and wou.ld you wrestle with yourself?" 
!he answer to both questions is no, I'm afraid," answered the lecturer in his most politely 
tolerant tones, "although I may do something silly a bit later on." 
Such academic q1Jeries wer.e the order of the evening as Graham Chapman, "continuing" 
member of Monty Python, British television comedy pioneer, dangerous sports fanatic and 
practicing physician charmed the near-capacity crowd at Gainesville's O'Connell Center. 
Chapman, best known in this country for his lead roles in such films as Monty Python 
and the Holy Grail, The Life of Brian and The Meaning of Life, spoke at length on his Monty 
Python days, his life, his famous friends, his hobbies and the problems of coming to terms 
with both his homosexuality and his alcoholism, the latter of which he conquered. 
Monty Python began almost 19 years ago as a late-night replacement program on 
England's BBC 1 television network. "Once the second series started," said Chapman, "they 
realized that we actually had an audience, and they started to actually read the scripts." The 
show picked up a massive cult audience in America when a naive Public Broadcasting System 
began airing the show in 197 4 and the wildly popular Holy Grail was released a year later. 
This led to the question of whether Python had ever experienced censorship. Chapman 
related a story about a senior BBC official who once barged into their shed ("we weren't 
actually allowed inside the Television Center,") and angrily told the troupe that they could 
not say a planned expletive the upcoming episode. 
"We told him \vell, we used it on last week's show,' and he said 'you did?' and we said 'look 
at the tape,' so he went away and looked at the tape and had to admit that we had indeed 
said it, and we asked him if he had received any complaints and he had to admit that he 
hadn't, but then he said 'all right, you can say [excrement], but you can only say it once.'" 
"Now where's the sense in that? If you're going to say [excrement] once, you might as well 
say [it repeatedly]! Cat's out of the bag, isn't it?" 
Chapman was also brutally frank on the subject on the subject of his alcohol problem, 
claiming to have at one point been drinking "60 ounces of gin a day." While emphasizing the 
dangers of substance addiction, he lightened the point by relating a story from his salad days 
involving the former drummer for the English: rock band The Who, the late Keith Moon. 
"Keith had invited me into his room, immediately apologized for not having any gin, and 
handed me a lager (English beer)," began Chapman. After Moon and Chapman waited for a 
bottle of gin ordered from room service, Moon "called room service and informed them that 
if we didn't see a bottle of gin in our room in five minutes, they would see their television set 
·On the sidewalk." After the deadline had passed and there was still no gin, Moon retreated 
to the balcony. "I waited a few 
SEE MONTY PAGE 6 
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Life imitates Kodak commercials· 
by D. i;tella Costa napkins and a small plant centerpiece the "odd couple" for children - my 
oldest being 'Felix' the neat one, and 
my last born 'Oscar' the slob? I never 
had to scold him before for a messy 
room, why should I expect one now? 
that are placed exactly as they would be 
Am I alive, am I dreaming or am I at home. 
having an out-of-body experience? I Next, I cautiously niove around his 
almost feel like Emily from Our Town, four room apartment, first glancing at 
_ who comes back from the dead to View the cast-off furnishings his roommate's My tour isn't complete, nor my mind 
-at rest, until I check out his closets and 
cupboards. I tell myself that I'm looking 
for bugs, but what I really want to see 
is if everything ts just a 'front' for my 
sake. After all, what's behind closed 
doors usually reveals all. 
her past. parents gave them. . Everything ts 
Actually, I'm in. my twenty-year-old squeaky clean from Murphy's Oil soap. 
sori's college apartment, visiting for the· · Was tt done for my benefit? Then my 
first time. My younger son ts with me. eyes gaze to the wall hangings - his 
We were both met cordially at the door, favorite posters from his old room are 
and invited in for a luncheon of tuna nicely framed, and are surrounded with 
salad and a freshly baked chocolate his other admired memorabilia of cars 
cake. Is this the same boy who use to and.airplanes. 
What. lay before me was the summit 
of my visit. I wasn't peering into my 
son's linen closet or kitchen cup-
boards, but my own. His towels were 
constantly nag "what's to eat?" That In addition, everything is tidy and 
sain~ boy is now offering me food that he orderly, from the magazine piles on the 
has prepared? It scarcely seems pos- coffee table to the coasters arid other 
stble. paraphanalta on the end tables. The 
· folded and placed in rows exactly like 
mine, hand towels and face cloths in 
threes and bath towels in fours. Spices · And the table setting! It gives me an stereo cabinet unit ts stacked with sys-
eerie feeling to be seated thel':e, staring tematic rows of rec9rds and tapes. 
at the ·placeJ.llats along with folded Dtdn'tloftenjokewithfriendsthatlhad SEE MOM PAGE 8 
T ~Bone Burnett plays Dr. Doolittle 
by Jim Donato Burnett and David Rhodes vartedsolocareer,hisartistlc emulation as much as great 
T-Bone Burnett: The Talk-
. ing Animals- Columbia 
Produced by T-Bone 
You could say T-Bone 
Burnett has friends in high 
places. In addition to his 
associations h~ve in~luded minds thinking alike. Mercu-
such exalted company as rial and eclectic, The Talking 
Bob Dylan and Elvis Cos- Animals ts rite with cogent 
tello. His also twiddled knobs obseivations, shoWing that 
on the recordings of such Burnett's reach rarely ex-
young upstarts as Los Lobos ceeds his grasp. 
and the BoDeans. The only notable lapse is 
Om;e again, it's time forT- on the- quadralingual "Im-
Bone Burnett the producer, age," sportillg lyrics in En:g-
to take a back seatto T-Bone lish, Spanish, French and 
Burnett the artist. After last Russian. Van Dyke Parks 
year's excursion into pure arranged this string-laden 
country music (simply titled ·e..xerctse in pseudo-intellec-
T-Bone Burnett) Burnett re- tualtsm, and I can only hope 
: turns to the rockier vein he that Burnett had more fun 
last explored in 1984's Proof makingitthanlhadlistening 
Through the Night, anddeliv- to it. 
ers an album that will do Elsewhere, Burnett's obvi-
- little to distance him from the ous strength in crafting 
aforementioned Mr. Costello. music that rewards the care-
Although Burnett shares ful as well as casual listener 
production credit with noted lends exercises like "Image" 
Peter Gabriel guitarist David an unhealthy ~high-school" 
Rhodes, The Talkirig Animals air. Far better than the lis-
is verymuch in tunewtth the tener seek out such worthy 
later works of Costello. Tl!ink 
of this not as a case of over SEE REVIEW PAGE 4 
April 15: Now, only death is certain 
Staff Report out. Uh-oh, this. could get Actually, .. _.ib.~.Jederal boys 
rpeuqbultsirehs"'W~!;,=_'.;,_ ;_;:_;;.iq~.t:.~.i_ . '._.;.~_~;.;_i:_~-~.~ :··rheeeest·. thanat structure. ..,:,:::=:d~l:::::::::::=:::, l."V:W ~ 
~:li,o:; /~a:::d ~ I w1::d~:~;;t"~that ~:at•~ t7 Cosmic 
disgusting sealant and Each loophoteUt 8lbsed To Wlt~~~~~~ ~l~M~i~~v::::-· 
closed for a year a most dis- meant I partedlkJtfi ... ,~~~dear Line 43 ~m x 
agreeable chore. friend. The 65~p~f@nt rate Line 47: ''''''~ = 
llk!1'~ti;;th:.~i\~ ~: s~~=~ :nza~~=:~: W:er:i::et~~!~~.!'::~;p1y 
seriously bloated VISA, Mas- the denominator, numera-
tercard, and departme~~ tor, or escalatgJJ:::•ti.::,  
··:·:·:-:..:·:·:·:·:·:·.·.:·:·:· 
my maximum tolerance of cost from my tax liability. ~~~ "'\~~§~until I finish thlS, the state 
:~~~~~~£ ~~~~;::£~tU.~·t:~;e::~: t~ 
shott ... dti'taJi&ii that no fed- tng with taxes I can ta]fe "nongame and endangered 
erat''lii~'Cifu~'···· tax was taken vague to the limit. ~;~;~ species fund donation of $1. 
or more." .Js this . for legal 
protection for the endan-
gered twits that hung this 
albatross on their follow 
'Huskers? :-:·:·:·:·:-:·  
culators, in ca.ii.lone was an 
IRS auditor's plant) and then 
signed the forms. I, some-
how, managed to squeeze a 
$48.01 return that ~as every 
dime legally entitled to me 
(hopefully). 
Now I will live in dreadful 
fear of that P!lQ.~e call in the 
:~~t~l~t~:·~::e·~ 
~~~'\:]::, 
do they···=met~==~§taple, paper 





The Orlando Theatre Project will 
present Facets of Spring, the 
latest in the 1988 Guest Artist 
Series. The play will run through 
April 30 at the Orlando Museum 
of Art 1n Loch Haven Park. For 
more information, call (407) 859-
2729. 
•ORCHESTRA 
The Flortda Symphony Orches-
tra, along with a cast of singers 
and dancers from the Orlando 
Theatre Project, will present the 
second production of the "Flor-
ida Symphony on Broadway" 
concerts on Sat. May 7 at 8 p.m. 
on the stage of the Carr Perfonn-
"1g Arts Centre. Tickets are 
priced from· $10 to $22, and can 
be obtained from the FSO Box 
Office, Carr Box Office, Select-a-
Seat outlets or by calling 894-
2011 for credit card orders. 
•JAZZ 
SunFest '88, a jazz festival fea-
turing such bands as Kenny G, 
Hiroshima, and George Benson, 
will take place April 28-May l. 
The event will take place on 
Flagler Drive in downtown West 
Palm Beach. Advance tickets are 
available through Select-A-Seat 
and are $3 per day and $6 for a 
four day pass. For information, 
call 407-734-2277. 
•BROADWAY 
The Carr Performing Arts Centre 
will continue their Broadway 
Series with a production of Can-
can starring Chita Rivera. The 
performance starts at 8 p.m. ~d 
runs Aprtl 26 ... 30, with special 
shows at 2 p.m. on April 28, 30, 
and May l. The Carr Performing 
Arts Centre is located at 401 W. 
Livingston St. in Orlando. Ticket 
prices range from $23.50-
$32.50, and are available at the 
Carr Box Office and all Select-A-
Seat locations. 
•CONCERT 
The rock group Pink Floyd will 
perform at the Orlando Citrus 
Bowl on April 30. The show 
starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20, 
and may still be available 
through Select-A-Seat locations. 
•PLAY 
Noises Off, a three act comedy, 
will open at Rollins College in the 
Annie Russell Theater April 
29-May 7. For more information 
and tickets, call the Annie 
Russell Theater at 646-2145. 
• LASERSHOW 
In addition to the current AC/DC 
laser show at the John Young 
Planitarium, INXS and Heart 
have been added to the spectacle. 
The INXS laser show begins at 
9p.m. and again at lOp.m.. The 
Heart show begins at 11 p.rn. and 
AC/DC starts at midnight. All 
shows are on Fri. and Sat. nights 
only. The John Young Planitar-
ium is part of the Orlando Sci-
ence Center and Orlando Lock 
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Prof talks himself into paper on self- persuasion 
by D. Della Costa 
Ever wonder what professors do 
with their time outside of the class-
room, especially when they are only 
in it two and three days a week? For 
some it may be fulfilling obligations 
elsewhere, but one instructor used 
those hours to work on a project 
geared to his educational expertise. 
Dr. Burt Pryor of the Communication 
department was involved in a self-
persuasion research study that led to 
an article being published in the 
Autumn issue -of the trade 
publication Journal of Communica-
tion. 
Majors of.that discipline know Dr. 
Pryor as the instructor in the blue 
jeans with the longish hair style and 
bushy moustache. He felt that the 
area of persuasion is a provocative 
one since "attitude change, motiva-
tion and persuasion are all interest-
ing aspects of behavior." Pxyor said 
"we're involved in it evexy day no 
matter what we're doing." It's no 
wonder more behavioral science the-
sis papers are written by graduate 
students on this subject than on any 
other. 
Research shows that the concepts 
of self-persuasion -where the person 
himself is the persuadee and actually 
generates the persuasive message 
rather than receive it from another 
source- is very powerful in producing 
behavior change, and produces more 
enduring changes than traditional 
forms of persuasion. 
With this concept in mind, Pryor 
was approached by Dr. Marvin 
Mengel, director_ of the Humana 
·Center for Excellence for Research, 
to submit a proposal for a grant on a 
self-care regime for diabetic patients. 
Upon approval of the project, Pryor 
spent three years doing the research. 
The project length was attributed to 
collecting data "from an on-site or 
field situation. And in order to prop-
erly control for a lot of threats to 
validity (trustworthiness), so we 
could actually randomly assign pa-
tients who seived as subjects to dif-
ferent experimental conditions, we 
had to be very careful and take our 
time." 
"Many methodical constraints 
made it go so slowly," Pryor contin-
ued. "Data was collected from about 
250 patients, but only 99 of those 
completed all phases of experiment. 
This was because we had a follow-up 
data collection with each subject 
over six experimental conditions and 
one control group." 
In order to control their blood 
sugar level, the patients were all vol-
untarily hospitalized. 
"Humana offers a 3-5 day program 
to do this," Pryor said. "While they 
were there, we administered the vari-
ous communication strategies to 
them. 
"Some. participated in small group 
discussions and others followed 
methods that fall under the categoxy 
of self-persuasion." 
The patients were asked to help 
researchers with a· project by identi-
fying as many reasons as possible 
why diabetic patients don't follow the 
various aspects of their regiment and 
then were asked to generate solu-
tions for this nation-wide problem. 
"While doing so, the patients be-
came advocates for compliance and 
what we were really doing was meas-
uring their own compliance with 
thett own prescribed care at that time 
and again 3-6 months later." 
The results were compared to the 
control group "who received the 
education program, but none of the 
persuasive strategies that we had 
used. Jbey also improved signill-
cantly, so for us to show a difference, 
the treatment scheme had to be over 
and above the improvement they 
were already having, which it was, so 
it was like a double effect." 
All through the research, Pryor 
had no contact with the patients. 
This was done to make it seem like a 
hospital routine and not like an ex-
periment. He simply supplied the 
forms and the research coordinator 
handed them out. 
Pryor would pick up the data on a 
weekly basis, and enter the informa-
tion on a computer for later analysis. 
An occasional meeting was held 
with the hospital staff, as the com-
plete process took nearly 6 weeks to 
write. 
Mengel is now using the findings 
in out-patient situations. He is also 
hoping of doing a rewrite of 
the project for a medical journal. 
What about this summer? Pryor 
says that he wouldn't mind taking 
on another project of this 
magnitude, but instead he thinks 
he will tackle writing a text book 
on persuasion. As students can 
attest to, there's no better author-
ity. ' 
DRUGS ARE A DEAD .END ! 
1-800-338-6745 . 
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REVIEW FROM PAGE 2 Byron/'Til she can go no 
further/He starts to read her 
Thurber." Somewhere, Cos-
tracks _.as "The Wild Truth," . .tello is smiling. 
which,foramanifestomoral- Ultimately, the strongest 
ity and political reality, has recommendation that I can 
one heck of a rhythm section! make is that anyone with an· 
For that matter, check out afilntty for latter-day Cos-
"Monkey Dance," a mutant tello would be wise to seek 
descendcµit of "Come To- out this record. With his 
gether" which depicts a se- latest release, he proves he's 
driction via literature, with ready to step off of the critic's 
lyrics like "'She has a will of list ghetto and onto the turn-
iron/He reads her Keats and tables of John Q. Public. 
+ American RedCI'088 
Student · 
All Knights Get Taco Days: 
'IB.cos All Day Oli Sundaj! 
Mmm ... whatawaytoendyourweekend!Headto 
theTacoBell® restaurantnearyouforunlimited 
49¢ regular tacos, every Sunday. Plus, be sure to use 
your United Savings Discount Card for savings on 
other delicious, fresh-made favorites, tool 
~ . . 
TAC0~.11ELL .. 
7853.E. Colonial Dr., near Goldenrod And at all otherOrlandoarea 
Taco Bell® restaurants. ©1988 Taco Bell Corp. 
For good reason. Because.if it was more top of mind, more people would know It's one of 
this countries top killers. 
And more lmportantty, more people would know that It's 90% curable if treatec!"ln It's earliest 
If you're ov~r 40, you're at risk. See your doctor and request a colorectal cancer checkup. 
Dolt now. · 
We know it's not the first thing on your mind. We just don't want It to be the last. 
Learn more. Contact the American Cancer Soclefy for a free brochure. 
G o v e r n ·in. e n t 
IS STILL AVAILABLE FOR ST·UDENT USE! 
' ' 
Take advantage of Student Government's 
free typing room to help you produce the 
best lo~kinQ term papers possible. Type-
. . 
writers are located in the Student Govern-
ment Offices and are open from 9a.m.·11 
p.m., Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m. • 9 p.m. Cd.bmting20Y•a .. o{S•roi" 






• rr Another Celebrity Mayor 
Sonny Bono, a registered Republi-
can, was just elected the mayor of 
. Palm Springs, California, def eating 
his opponent, accountant Lloyd 
Mmyanove,,4,842 to 2,498 votes. 
This victory came the day after 
9 Sonny's ex-wife Cher won her first 
Oscar for the movie Moonstruck. 
,... Scary Tho~t of the Week 
' Phil Donahue, host of the infamous 
'Donahue'show, said the odds are 
50-50 that he will run for political 
111. office. He favors the House of Repre-
sentatives, claiming it "looks like 
more fun." 
rr Artistic Fact of_the Week 
Another artsy football player. Her-
schel Walker, the running back for 
' the Dallas Cowboys, was in a Fort 
Worth ballet the same weekend that 
Bob Golie, a nose tackle from the 
Dirty Laundry 
Cleveland Browns, was in the Cleve- Village People are noted for singing 
land Opera TurandoL We are await- homosexually-oriented disco songs. 
ing word on Darin Slack's latest Would "the Cos" approve? 
adventure. 
,... More Celebrity Facts 
Felicia Rashad, the pristine mother 
on The Cosby Show' was married to 
a member_ of the Village People, noted 
for their hit songs "YMCA" and "In the 
Navy" before she married _ .Amhad 
Rashad, the former wide receiver for 
the Minnesota Vikings host of a NBC 
football sports program. He is noted 
for proposing to her on live r,v. The 
,... Food Facts 
Alligators' favorite food delicacy is 
dog meaL After that :they will eat any 
other meat, resorting to eating one 
another if nothing else is available. 
,... Youngest Lookl!U! Couple 
Matthew Broderick, star of War 
Games, Ferris BueUer's Day Off and 
Biloxi.Blues is26. JenniferGreywho 
was in Ferris BueUer' s Day Off and 
Conteui, April 21, 1988, 5 
star of Dirty Dancing is 27. They met 
durtng filming of Ferris Bueller's Day 
Off and have been dating for almost 
3 years. 
,...Who Cares 
Divine, the deceased 300+ pound 
transvestite star of Hairspray , was 
born Harris Glenn Milstead in 1945. 
rr Quotes of the Week. 
"We are exactly what we are - a 15 
cent hamburger restaurant cor-
rectec;l for inflation" 
- McDonald's president 
Edward Rensi 
"Ninety percent are undressed. The 
rest are swinging from chandeliers or 
something." 
- Kiss rocker Gene Simmons, 
on his collection 
of some 2,000 









Learn ~ed Cross CPR 
One person goes blind every 11 minutes in the United States. Yet, nearly 
half of ail blindness cari. be prevented. Our goal is to reach people in time 
- before blindness strikes. Please help us save the sights of America. 
IRIRIB~ 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
Roadway Package Systein is 
accepting applications for pa_rt-
tiID.e -loaders and unloaders~ 
Excellent pay $_8.00 per hour. 
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE: 
Monday - .Friday. 
11:00 P.M. -- 3:00 A.M. 
3:00 A.M. - 1:00 A.M. 
ELIZABETH T. HUNTER, M.D. 
now 
ACCEPTl"NG NEW PATIENTS 
in 
GYNECOLOGY & OBSTETRICS 
1400 S. Orlando Ave. Ste# 305 
Winter Park, FL 32789 • 7 40-6050 
Audition· 
WALT DISNEY WORLD Co. is casting full-time Characters for 
a new show in the MAGIC KINGDOM. Auditions will be held: 
Saturday, April 30, 9:00 a.m. 
VALENCIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Gymnasium-West Campus 
1800 S. Kirkman Road 
All applicants must meet the following requirements: 
- Height: 5'3" and under OR 5'11" and over 
- Must be 16 years of age by April 30, 1988 
- Must provide age and social security verification at 
the time of the audition 
- Must be available to begin work in"early May . 
Applicants should also be prepared to participate in a short 
movement exercise; however, prior musical or dancing 
e~perience is not required. Applicants should wear comfort-
able attire and shoes that allow free movement. 
If you·~ further information, please call (305) 345-5724, 
~onday through Friday, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
c 1988 The Wah Disney Co"l"lny 
Walt li}isney World@ · 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
__ ,_. 
..... _ . 
- .(. --
,.--
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MONTY FROM PAGE 1 
moments and followed him 
out, only to find that there 
was no balcony." 
"Relieved td see no bloody 
mess on the sidewalk below," 
Chapman continued, "I as-
sumed that he must have 
go!le for a walk along the two-
inch catwalk around the 
building. I returned to my 
seat and, a few minutes later, 
he returned with a bottle of 
gin he had apparently 
burgled from the suite next 
door." . 
He then took a break to 
CALIFORNIA DALLAS 
show the crowd a film of his 
latest fixation, England's 
Dangerous Sports Club. The 
film showed the outrageous, 
inventive and spectacularly 
pointless rituals of competi-
tion and skill the members 
engage in, all in the name of 
gamesmanship. 
One such activity which 
has found a measure of 
pQpularlty is Bungi Jump-
ing. Bungi Jumping involves 
tying a very elastic rope to 
one's ankle and then jump-
ing off a very high precipice. 
The rope will only just pre-
vent one from smashing into 
the ground as it snaps back, 
COLUMBUS LONDON 
5198.00 5158.00 5118.00 5599.00 
- Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. -
'Erg a;.1!1.ou'!:r!e T!o~~ !!!~; ~ 
whereupon one mustclimb it 
back up to the starting point. 
The film concluded with cov-
erage of the club's "winter 
games." The proceedings 
wereJ rather like a grandi-
osely mad version of UCF's 
i Engineering Fair, with par-
ticipants putting things like 
a grand piano (being played 
by two men), fourposter beds 
(complete with canopy and 
romantic occupants), and a 
25-foot-htgh inflatable pink 
plastic elephant on skis and 
·sending them down the side 
of a very steep and snowy 
mountain. All but the 
elephant (who did manage to 
~ 
lose its rider) fell over in a 
delightful display. 
Chapman then fielded 
questions from the audience. 
Apart from the aforemen-
tioned requests for recrea-
tions of Python skits (hon-
estly, would you ask Leonard 
Nimoy to recreate Spock 
right there?), the audience 
seemed intrigued with the 
group's working habits, the 
possibility of another Python 
movie ( " I think there's one 
or two left in us,") and the 
current goings-on of the 
other Python members. 
Chapman expressed gen-
eral approval of other well-
known Python alumni proj-
ects like Fawlty Towers and 
Ripping Yams, but drew boos 
for his panning of anima-
tor Terry Gilliam's recent 
Brazll. Overall, though, he 
was thoroughly engaging 
and kept the audience well-
entertained for over two 
hours. 
Now pproaching 50, 
Chapman continues to be 
active in the business side of 
Python's enterprises, prac-
tice medicine (he is a fully 
qualified surgeon), and 
write, produce and act in 
various British films and 
television. 
SALE 
Next to Krystal on Maguire & Colonla! Dr. SALE HOURS: 10-6 Sat. Aprll 30 -Sun. May 1 
Did you know that yOur club or organiza~ 
ti on may be eligible for $250.00 in office 
supplies and/or advertisements. for the next 
fiscal year? In addition, if your club will be 
attending a conference· or convention, it 
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· A lighthearted look inside the political process 
by Dave Schlenker . . be bored.· Oh, you mean the vice president. 
After Gary literally kissed his i~!~filtti~m~t~ He's what?? You mean of the United 
"Andnowforsomethingcompletely campaignaway,PaulSimonbeganto S th• g States? · 
dffferent.. .. " make a showing. Decked out in Qffi e lfi Alright, I have to give old George a 
Being as how this is the last tssue glasses and a bow tie, reasons are D • f~ t hand for handling CBS's Captain 
of the semester, it seems appropriate still unclear why he left his crucially 1 1 eren Rather the way he did, but I wonder • 
that this column attacks everything successful Graceland · tour for the if President Reagan noticed that his 
-' (or almost everything) that it has mis- wacky cult of politics. Still, however and his first name is Albert). Now let's . advisors were gone that evening. 
sed. Whether it be good, bad or indif- goofy the real Paul Simon looks, any get to those loveable elephants of the There's really nothing more to say 
ferent, recent times have been the guy who has the guts to make a political circus who give pretty funny about George Bush that Gany 
most interesting times. fashion statement such as that one performances as well: the Republi- Trudeau hasn't already at least 
Life is fun and must be ap- must have something to offer. cans. hinted at. What's a circus. without 
proached that way. Shakespeare and As we come scunytng into · the Here the fun starts at the top. I am those nutty 1V evangelists? Jim, 
• Geddy Lee of Rush (a natural pair) home sqetch, the two l~adtng mules referring to a very charming old gent Jimmy, and Tammy setve as rtng-
tell us that 'all the world's a stage and are Jesse and Mike. Myself being that just can't see:r;n to remember the leaders, but only to the audiences 
we are merely players.' If this holds originally from the north, Dukakis's · days in which he is scheduled to sell that believe that the color of clowns 
true, politicians obviously portray accent alone stands as a solid politl- arms to terrorists. Let's see now, who face is real. Even after tears of scan-
• the clowns that perform in the center cal platfotm. Fair is fair, so therefore could it be? Oh, I don·~ know. Could dal wash away the superficial front, 
ring of the circus, or... the White I objectively state that I, too, would it be ... oh, say ... REAGAN ??????? some still do have "faith." Not much 
House. ' feel uncomfortable ifthe president of Threatening continued Re- more can be said on that either. 
Let's examine those fun-loving my country had a name that sounds aganortJ.ics in its very own party, Pat Is there anybody I missed? Any-
clowns that are now attempting to get like some sort of diaper mold. Robertson decides tQ jump on the one? Anyone? If so, I apologize. If you 
intothecenterrtng. Outofallrespect Jesse Jackson. ThtS man's tm- politicai bandw~gon. While rm still feel that this column discriminated 
.. for objectivity and fairness, I will first pressive showing will hopefully point attempting to be oh . so objective, against you by failing to rag on you or 
take a look at the Democratic Presi- the sarcasm at those ignorant folks whether it be Jesse or Pat, politics anyone of your friends· or family, 
dential race. who are appalled by Jackson's and religionjust don't mix. The raw pleasedropmealine.Anyway,every-
It started out with Gary (Mr. Hart standings. However, Jesse needs to beginllings of politics stem from one have a great summer and all that .• 
.. 
if you're nasty). He was young, fairly start learning the traits of clever! harsh power obsessions. These rul- good garbage. So, goodbye. 
good-looking (I guess). and re- corruption now if he really wants to ers, be they aggressors or protectors, For all those who didn't know, 
sembled all the traits and excitement fit into the spe9ial .. little Washington seem to be the root of all evil and to Dave Schlenker was elected new 
that put John F. Kennedy in office. peer group. have a supposed man of God in such MWlagtng Editor of The Central 
Unfortunately, thatwastheproblem, All of the Democratic candidates a position could bring scary conse.- Florida Future (attaboy, Dave!) . 
as JFK had a slight craving for arefun(leavingoneoutforthesimple quences. Congratulations to Dave from all 
• women oth~r than his wife. Maybe in reason that 1\e is not worth mention- .So who else is there? Who? What? the staff. Now make the co.flee al-
c 
'92, Mr. 'followmeifyouwant-you'll ing.Hint:he'smarrtedtoTipperGore I'm sorry, what's his name again? ready. 
'ZO'S 
Italian Specialties~ Subs 
( ) Groceries and Deli 
QUALITY COLD CUTS 
CATER. IN-G 
B E .S T S U B S IN T 0 W N 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT 
Friday f:x. Saturday Nights 
SPAGHETTI DINNYE!R 
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 
CALL IN YOUR COLD CUT OR LUNCH ORDER 
4034 NORTH GOLDENROD ROAD• WINTER PARK, . FLORIDA 32792 
K-MART Plaza (Goldenrod Rd. & Univ. Blvd.) 
677-0255 
_,.~-::~f::::!::~ l.liiidd•iWlll (Good only at University & Goldenrod location) 0 
r-------------------, SAVE20% . I 
Orr complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglass.es at I 
WIW EYECARE CENTER : 
Present this coupon and Student 
I.D. when your order 
I 
I 
I is placed. 
Eye Exams I 
on the premesis ·1 
by an independent I 
Optometrist i 
Not Valid With Other Offers. 
Expires 6126188 I 
L~!:~!n:!11-~"!J.N~!~~~~~!°~J 
PARIS 
• Internships in all areas of interest 
• Intensive language component 
• Live in dorm or with French family 
• 16 semester-hour credits 
Applica~ts should have 3.0 gpa, 3 semesters French 
Inquiries: 
Dr. Anthony Cervone 
Office of International Studies 
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MOM FROM PAGE 2 exchange amenities and now 
it's my turn. What does a 
mother say to a son who's left 
on a shelf to the left of the thenesttobeonhisown, and 
stove, garbage can under the responsibly at that? She 
sink stored next to the clean- doesn't have to say anything, 
Ing comp_ounds. Groceries as he says it all - "Too many 
arranged according to size good-byes and not enough 
and convenience with cans hellos ... 
and boxes off to one side. Is this the same boy who's 
Even the empty Coke bottles hugging me and not wanting 
were stored in an out-of-the to let go who used to wipe off 
way cabinet, so as not to be in a good-bye kiss with the back 
the way-of traffic in an ever- of his hand? Or the one who 
so-small kitchen just like his use to pop his head in the 
mothers. front door after school and 
What comes to mind is say"I'mhome"andrunoutto . 
that he didn't move out of his play? / 
home, but rather took a part No, he's not - he's a man 
of it with him. now, yet still . my son. And 
Ourtlmeisupandwehave · this is not a mirage, its real-
to leave. The two brothers ity . . 
. ' 
A Man's Gotta Do. 
What A Man's 
Gotta Do 
All young men have one responsibility in 
common. They have to register with Selective 
Service within 30 days of their 18th birthday. All it 
takes is five minutes at any post office to fill out a 
simple form. So if you know a young man about to 
tum 18, remind him to register. It's one of those 
things he's got to do. 
Register with Selective Service 
It's quick. It's easy. And it's the law. 
A public service message of this publication and Selective Service System. 
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Authentic Chinese Eatery 
~I_.~ ~C>~ 
< :~~ E:~··· 
$3.99 
lllllllllll,111 
Suncrest Village Shopping Center 
10169 University Boulevard 
(at Dean Road) • Orlando, Florida 32817 
. 
For Delivery, Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at (407) 830-1144 
• 
• 
• 
